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Foreword
The elephant is what a spectacle ... flapping ears, lifting legs, throwing clouds of dust, always busy sniﬃng around, munching on banana trees, being skittish or
smart, either being killed or being a killer, a loving mother or both... I was lucky to watch these huge colossuses for the past three months following them on
their heels and trying to find solutions for their ongoing problems, making suggestions to forest oﬃcials and related authorities.
If we could recruit elephants throughout the state of India from owners who have diﬃculties with the upkeep of their animals, and have them do some needed
duties for the forest departments to monitor the forests (not demolishing houses of course!) and not acquire elephants from the wild, this would pay half of the
rent to conservation and wildlife protection. In return, the forest departments should collaborate closely with camps like Smiling Tusker Elephant Camp in
Assam to establish this model for the future of the pachyderms. Basically, each forest department could run an elephant camp and monitor it`s forests with
these elephants. Öco-tourism to a certain extend will help bring in the necessary money for the upkeep... Yes, I am dreaming well!

Nov. 1, 2017 ﬂight Zuric - New Dehli.
2. Nov. - 6. Nov.
Where the Elephant Sleeps screens at the 9th. CMS Vatavaran Wildlife & ConservaBon Film FesBval, New Dehli.
The hall was packed. The four days lasCng ﬁlm fesCval is a wonderful place and locaCon in India to maintain the exchange of wildlife and
conservaConal issues.
At the fesCval I receive an invitaCon to a three days workshop at the NaBonal InsBtute for Rural development (NIRDPR), Hyderabad.
At night, I slip in the bathroom and fall backwards on by back. I have painful inner injuries for the next following six weeks.
No choice but to conCnue carry my photographic camera on my back.

Flight New Dehli - Jaipur
7. Nov. - 11. Nov. 2017 Jaipur
at Colonel`s Homestay, meeCngs with old animal friends, visiCng tree plantaCon nursery with Abishek Singh, AngelEyes, Jaipur, and brief
visit to Help in Suﬀering (HIS, photo). AngelEyes have planted over 3000 trees in Jaipur from a nursery!

Preparing my inaugural speech for the workshop in Hyderabad.
In the evening of the 11. Nov., I insisted to release the owl that had fallen into the garden pond and got rescued. She proofed to be able
to ﬂy. So, happy owl release in Jaipur.

12. Nov. Jaipur
Have moved to Timmie`s Hotel. The ﬁrst night at the wedding recepCon of Timmi`s son I`m down with food poisoning. I have to spend
three days in bed, no wedding. Have deleated the mailbox of the handy in the third night. Should not work when it`s too dark. Big
disaster. Trying to get organized the next day. Finalising the text for the workshop at NIRDPR.

Flight Jaipur - Hyderabad
15. Nov. Hyderabad
NIRDPR, the NaBonal InsBtute for Rural Development, is direcCng a workshop to ﬁlmmaking in rural areas. About seventy parCcipants
(group foto), introducCon ceremony, lunch, discussions etc. all together a three days intense meeCng from 8:30 am - 9:30 pm. In the ﬁnal
session the students were divided into ﬁve groups and asked to make a short movie, shoot, edit and produce it on a selected subjects.
And they did really well. Blue sky above us all.

"Seeing, Sowing and Reaping". About conservaConal and self sustaining bridges, and the passion and love for the environment that
needs all our a`enCon and care.
My inaugural speech (10min)
Hello everybody, I was given the honour by the Department of Science and Tecnology of the Gov. of India to welcome you to this
workshop.
Just a week ago from now, I landed in Dehli to a`end the CMS Vatavaran ConservaCon & Wildlife Film FesCval with my nominated ﬁlm
WTES.
When I ﬂew into Dehli and later on walked the streets, I was completely shocked about the thick crust of air hanging over us. The
polluCon level in Dehli, Bombay and other major ciCes in India has reached an appalling level. Day by day, year by year, and hour by hour
it is gefng worse. This polluCon of air that we breath and food that we eat has become completely out of control. The most needed
substances like air, food and water have become a threat to our lives.
We cannot let this happen to us or our next generaCons, we cannot let this happen to our precious planet. The day when there is no life
in the rivers and birds fall from the sky has been reached. There are infecCons, bone deformaCons, respiratory illnesses, eye diseases and
discomfort in general due to inhaling heavy metals and other contaminaCng substances, not to speak about the increasing numbers of
cancer and other diseases which are neither known or scienCﬁcally explored.
If we don`t stop this now it, our self produced and home made genozide that we take in with every breath, will soon be irreversible. I
would strongly accuse all of us commifng criminal acts against the plan of nature and creaCon. We cannot just through li`er where ever
we are and what ever we want to get rid of. We need to build up consciousness of what we produce and strategies to avoid the worst.

Water polluCon, air polluCon, noise polluCon... the lack of solid waste treatment faciliCes worsen the situaCon by the hour. We measure
the level and think if we have ﬁve nano degrees less we have a be`er day today. This has become business as usual. The Yamuna river,
the Ganges and numerous other rivers less than thirty or fourty years ago, have carried cristal clear drinking water. Look at it today. These
rivers are a thick, sCnky and a black meandering sewage, highly poisonous.
This is an irremediable loss, as aquifers, once polluted, cannot be decontaminated; they have no exposure to air and sunlight or to microorganisms which clear-up chemical or biological pollutants. Furthermore, rampant construcCon acCvity has contaminated them with
cement, paints, varnishes and other construcCon materials. Waste material leeches underground, contaminating aquifers.
0n 9 Oct 2017 the Supreme Court of India banned the sale of ﬁreworks — a main source of the spike — in the city. The Delhi government
announced that all schools in the naConal capital will remain closed from 8 Nov to 12 Nov, Sunday, in view of the "unbearable" air
polluCon.
If this will be ongoing, we will need to provide „lung corridors" to breath as we must provide animal corridors for elephants and other
animals to travel, or we will exCnguish life on what we call „our“ planet.
We must take acCon and responsibility towards our environment and reach out to the ones that need help and support.
START NOW with awareness programs, encourage and authorise young people who will stand up for a be`er environment and will bring
tools and knowledge to rural areas as well as a change in city life.
Filmmakers are called on the plan to bring environmental changes. This is not to entertain the audience with colorful characters, this is to
bring out the issue.
Environmental documentaries vary in their impact depending on what the message is and how it's presented. For instance, some
documentaries have a clear "call to acCon" while others are more thought-provoking with a lingering "now what" feeling aperwards,
and, along these lines, it would seem that being aware of various issues is quite diﬀerent than being aware of what could be done to
"solve" those issues. However, I think a quesCon linked to this is that even if this general awareness or "call to acCon" is accessible and
easy for viewers to comprehend and/or parCcipate in, this informaCon is made for the "right" people with the power to make large-scale

change.
Environmental ﬁlmmaking is to rise awareness for a global change.
Again, I would like to welcome the Hyderabad students to our workshop and hope that we, all together, will bring the change to a be`er
world.
And Yes, We Can.
Thank you.
The students were watching Where the Elephant Sleeps aper lunch, and we started working.
The workshop was devided in groups with a subject to each group throughout the three days, and turned out to be very much liked by
the students. They made their ﬁrst ﬁlms.

Flight Hayderabad - Bangalore
19. Nov. Bangalore
Suparna and I barely missed each other at the airport. I arrive at late apernoon in her house.

20. Nov. Coorg, Gonikoppal
6:15am I depart with Ramesh Belagere and his friend direcCon Coorg, where we will roam around to see and study wild elephants and
the eﬀect to the villagers when elephants invade their land.

objecCve:
People killed by elephants is evidence of conservaCon policy failure.
These conﬂicts can be reduced by providing policy that guarantees adequate habitat to wild animals, maintenance of appropriate
physical barriers to wild animals, acCve guarding of the forests or game parks and crops, and stopping degradaCon of habitat quality.
Man-elephant conﬂict open results not because animals encroaching human territories but vice versa. Open, man thinks animals have
encroached in his territories when the opposite is the case.
Man`s thinking is rooted in anthropocentrism, in man-centered thinking and ideology.
In the area of sustainable development, man-centered ideology is a misplaced school of thought.
Man has failed to preserve and protect the animals through his selﬁsh, direct, and indirect anthropocentric acCviCes such as expanding
crop ﬁelds in their territories.
Man`s aftude is destrucCve, and usually for pleasure, selﬁshness and game.
The government should take bold steps to remove encroachments and, if necessary, cancel Ctle deals already granted in areas that have
already encroached into game parks. Government must be challenged to not only proceed to preserve and protect wildlife and its
corridors but human life and property as well.
Government must provide adequate and immediate compensaCon to aﬀected families, in deserving cases.
New studies say, burning chillies will keep elephants from ravaging crops.
Crop foraging by elephants can destroy a year`s supply and a ﬁve years growth of food in just one night and, as a result, many of the
highly endangered animals are killed in retaliaCon on a daily basis. It is the main source of conﬂict between food security and elephant
conservaCon in India.
This is an excellent non-lethal and low-cost opportunity for local farmers to keep elephants away from their crops or properCes in the
short term. However, we hope that it will also provide a long term beneﬁt - by helping to decrease negaCve percepCons of elephants and
therefore combining them with land-use managements in the ﬁeld.
The ride to Coorg is exhausCng. One truck aper the next on a bad dirt road for six hours plus, dust and air polluCon will certainly kill me
on this trip.
Gonikoppal, we`re staying overnight at the coﬀee plantaCon at Shopita`s father Mandanna, called Honey Land. At least here we get some
rest and something to eat. Regarding eaCng, I will refer later. It gets more and more complicated for me.
Now we are four, Madappa, the son of a coﬀee plantaCon owner will accompany us. He`s bright and funny, has published a book on
bu`erﬂies, and prooves helpful for my shooCng. He shoots pictures himself and wants to become a journalist. I`m shooCng the ﬁrst
interview with his father Sukesh (means happiness). Lovely lunch at this family.
Also interview with Ranjan Chengappa, planter and experienced with elephants. He says that he feeds them in the forest with truck loads
of jackfruit. Jackfruit is a delicacy for the pachyderms. This way he claims he keeps the elephants out of his plantaCon. Where there`s a

will there`s a way.

21/22/23. Nov. 2017
Where The Elephant Sleeps screens at the IndieEarth Film FesBval in Chennai, Nov 25th, 12:15pm. I won`t be there.
WTES screens at the Rangoli Theatre, Bangalore, Nov 26, 2017, organized by „Friends of Elephants“. I`ll be present, in case nothing
serious will cross my way here in Coorg.
Teaching in the Gonikoppal Public School together with my very experienced colleague Ramesh Belagere, who is an excellent friend,
completely into wildlife issues. The students are excited, want us to come back. I make the suggesCon to the director to maintain
conservaConal topics on the educaConal plan for the students. The director shows compassion and notes that this won`t be easy to do
under current government regulaCons.

Next day, elephants could be seen from the roof of the school complex

ShooCng at Naveen`s plantaCon in late apernoon. This is an excellent example how destrucCve a herd of elephants can be to a planter. A
large part of his plantaCon got destroyed a couple of days ago. ..He does`t like to be in front of camera and the middle of the
conservaCon, but he`s doing well. I am lucky, a tusker shows up in the plantaCon… will be a small interesCng ﬁlm from the perspecCve of
a planter.
No elephants to be seen in the jungle. Instead a Pill Millipede, the scienCﬁc name is Oniscomorpha, rolled up like a pangolin.

"The Planter" , M.G.Belliappa alias Naveen, Bi`angala (Honey Land Homestay),
in Belele, Thara
Polibe`a (22,23 Nov)
Gonikoppal (23. Nov for teaching and shooCng "The Planter" in the apernoon
Birnani (N0v 24)

Dubare (Nov 25)

Nov 26, 2017
travel back from Coorg to Bangalore, screening in the evening at the Rangoli Theatre. MeeCng Dr. Surendra Varma, could barely talk, the
theatre was packed. Next evening we both are on the phone… for hours. Varma is the second biggest elephant man in India. What an
enrichment to talk to this man… and we have more than one common topic, but for sure one: the madness at internaConal airports!

MeeCng Avinash the same evening. Having plans for the next day, lots to organize.

Nov 27, 2017
next morning Avinash and I driving to his village about 200km north west of Bengaluru. Turns out to be a partly smooth ride… BeauCful
landscape, big boulders rest between orchids with palm trees in rural areas, ca`le herders and silk producCon (oops!)
The picturesque village called Basavanahalli, in which I`m shooCng a guy called Nagareg, a`acked by an elephant few days ago. Nagareg
is lying in a dark room on a kind of bed surrounded by his wife and family. The scent of ca`le, something unwashed and mould hangs like
a sharp cloud over darkness. We decide to come back next day. Anyway, mould is a problem in badly aired rooms. Nagareg was a`acked
by an elephant when he was in the ﬁeld.

We return to this story next day and spend the evening waiCng for the elephant, but not one showed up.
Hagadur, where I ﬁlmed the elephant footprints, and in Bheemeshaweri ﬁlming the temple cows at night, silkworms ﬁlmed in Deveralli
(Gods-Village in Kannadan)

Nov 28, 2017
Dr. Uma and her husband invited us for lunch in their temple building. They live like king and queen. There house is packed with all kinds
of Gods, Shivas, Ganesha`s etc. In the royal designed garden are cackling wild geese, and nymphs spraying water from their ﬁsh mouths
into the water basin. These two now plan together with Avinash a trip to see me in Switzerland… I wonder… Aristocrats, with love. As a
bye-bye gip I receive a small Ganesh ﬁgure. God bless.
On the way back we stop at a silkworm producCon house in Deveeralli, Gods Village… The cocoons get killed in hot water. The rest is the
silk thread. Almost every house in this area is living from silkworm producCon, the fatal white gold silk producCon… The crows are very
well nourished by the millions of boiled, dead worms.
I end up feeling sorry for them.
The oﬃcial language in Karnataka is Kannadan. Avinash was helpful with translaCon.
However, in the house of his family I didn`t feel good. The whole day I could not eat, and in the evening they served the spicy food from
his mothers` kitchen. Impossible. A sleepless night follows. The bed is too short. Some fast running bugs across the only blanket keep my
eyes open glaring in the dark, and the room smells mouldy. The toilet is in the house with a locked door, and on the wall above the bed
hangs a loudly Ccking clock in the size of a big bread loaf. Next day I `m sick again, sick of being sick already and not eaCng properly
despite the hard work. Wouldn`t I feel so unwell, I`d be on my feet on tour through this village. The dim light of the lanterns parading
the main road give a kind of special character to the quiet and sleeping village. Not even one dog is on the road as I had to disappear for
an emergency behind a close wall in the garden accompanied by the chirping sound of big cicadas. Wouldn`t I be so unwell I would be
excited of such romanCc nights in the middle of nowhere. I decide to go back to Bengalore next day, so the plan is changed. Have
exchanged the hope of capturing road crossing elephants during daylight in front of my camera against the desire to cook serious
vegetable for myself in Suparna`s kitchen, with a good strong black tea aperwards.
Indian food, this, ﬁnally aper going conCnuously to India, I have learned now bi`erly is unhealthy, too gravy, overcooked and in most
cases unhygienic and not idenCﬁable foe a western tongue… not to talk about the amount of spices. There is no freshly boiled or
stemmed vegetable, perhaps some cucumber pieces or tomato pieces, if you are lucky, then yoghurt and dal, heavily cooked in oil or
burned roC.
In the morning the door to the house is unlocked, and the bathroom door open. Thick black smoke striking my face when I open the door
to enter. A piece of wood is becoming charred in the oven, transporCng the smell of burned roC to my nose. I`m ill and can barely breath
in this dark black, completely wet and smoked up bathroom. Wouldn`t I be so sick I would take a picture.
This is the second food poisoning I got within a month. Avinash`s family however is nice, no doubt, and I apologize for being such a

special guest. They understand that we have to leave.

29. Nov. 2017
Bengaluru, in Shiela`s house.
A wonderful room and bathroom for my own, and a big and clean kitchen. I feel in heaven. I cook.
Well rested, well eaten my own vegetables and two roC from Shiela, refreshed, cloth washed and ready for new endeavors. I call Kavitha,
we both will go to Bannergha`a in the apernoon to check on the bears rescued by Wildlife SOS.
Shocking le`er from Suparna arrives this morning. CapCve elephants are used in Assam for to demolish houses and concrete and semi
concrete structures in forest land that were allegedly constructed by members of unauthorised public. Roof tops are made of corrugated
iron sheets is extremely dangerous. It can cause harm to both the animal and the public.
It may be noted that the Assam Government is using capCve elephants to force demolish illegal se`lements by encroachers.
Forcing an animal into this herculean task also does amount to cruelty under the Animal Act. Since it is noCced that the animal is forced
by the mahout to pull down the structures by being goaded by the ankush.
It is quite likely that the animal may injure itself in the process and perhaps even go berserk, this danger has NEVER been calculated by
the forest department and the oﬃcials have Cme and again been seen repeaCng this in 2002, in 2011, and in 2017 despite experts
advising them not to do so.
Suparna and I miss each other at the airport.

Nov 30th, 2017
ﬂying from Bangalore via Calcata to Guwahathi. Overnight in Guwahathi, Assam

Dec 1st, 2017
In Guwahathi I spend almost two hours at Airtel. The simcard that I bought in Jaipur does not work in Assam, no internet, no phone calls
possible. I`m pissed. Have tons of network to do. I switch from AirTel to AirCel. Finally driving to Manas, about four and a half hours.

Dec 2nd, 2017
Manas NP forest safari, elephants, the ﬁrst to see in a high standing gras ﬁeld as far as the eye can reach, hard to see. Camouﬂage
elephants in elephant gras.
We spend lunch Cme at a rest place at the Beri river, which separates India from Bhutan. From here you have a wide angle view to the
other side across the river to Royal Manas.
Royal Manas is the presCge forest of Bhutan. Elephants frequently cross the border with India which makes it diﬃcult to esCmate the
real populaCon of wild elephants in Bhutan. The park itself is about 1057 km/2 with the highest point of about 2.600 m in the north. It`s
biological diversity results from a mostly untouched and conCnuous stretch of forest, the home to Bengal Cger, shielded rhino, the
dolphin of the Ganges and the Golden Langur as well as over 360 well known bird species.
Looking to this presCgious other side that is to cross over for Indians only on a daily permission, in the middle of the splending white
river bank stands out a small grey spot. With a closer look this spot develops to an elephant. I cannot trust my eyes, a tusker! He is
posiConed in the midst of the glazing sun in a desert of rocks. His front and back legs closely Ced with a chain, and the back chain also
Ced to a log, so that the animal cannot move. How can he hopp with front and back feet Ced and Ced to a log in the midst of rocks?
Where is the food for him? And the water? There`s no way he could reach the stream except undertaking an enormous eﬀort to which
he`s probably to weak already. The choice of this place does not leave any doubt: This is cruel and punishment. They are starving him out
before he dies. Slowly this thought se`les in my head. There is no other opCon. What is his crime. Why is he chained like this in this
inhospitable place? I have to ﬁnd out, ﬁnd a soluCon to this nagging quesCon.

I ask many people around this place, no one seems to know or care. Meanwhile I realize that I should ask somewhat carefully. Finally, a
forest oﬃcial conﬁrms my thoughts. This elephant is punished because he killed his mahout. Now everybody is scared to approach him
for giving food or water. This means he will be Ced there unCl he will be considered too weak to a`ack a mahout. People believe he lost
his mind like he did the previous year where he supposedly have killed another mahout (the 2nd killing is not conﬁrmed). What will
happen in the third year one should ask? No one understands what musth means for a male elephant.
Back to the picture on the other side of the river, frozen in cruelty. I can barely turn my eyes. Only the camera will know the slight
changes in his moves. My heart is bleeding. What to do? Suddenly, the tusker starts to shake his head wildly back and fort as he wanted
to get rid of something, throwing his trunk over his head and remaining with his mouth open like this to the sky, his posiCon frozen. Then
falls back with his head and trunk down, moving something to his mouth… rocks? Oh my God. My stomach turns. I must check this on
camera later on. With the naked eye it`s quite hard to determine if he really started to eat rocks.
He will eat up this rocky bank, he will eat his way through the rocky bank, no other way is out there for him. It`s no man`s land, some
people say, the boundary between Buthan and Assam, called Mathanguri, Panbang District.
Some posts replying to my internet post on Facebook to ﬁnd out more about this elephant, end up disturbing. Someone claims that
Buthan according to the IUCN/SSC, the Asian Elephant Specialist Group (what group is this??) has zero elephants. Another says I`m giving
fake reports… I don`t want to menCon names, even I should. What a swagger! What a rubbish. But most of them said, free the elephant.
That`s what I`ll do.
The picture is despicable, and it does not let go. Meanwhile the elephant has moved from the right side of the picture across the middle,
facing lep. It`s gefng dark. We have to leave. The park closes by nighxall. Reluctantly I`m gefng in the jeep. A last glimpse to the animal
and we`re driving oﬀ. I feel like I have lost something.

Dec 3rd, 2017
I talk to Dr. Kushal, a well-known veterinarian from Guwahathi. He`s going behind this case, and together we decide to see the Forest
Elephant Camp on the other side in the next days. In the apernoon Kushal tells me that my suspicion was correct. They want to starve
the elephant. The Bhutan government wants to get rid to the animal, the government in Assam is very willing to take him. I hope so
much that they will take acCon before the animal carries out immeasurably health damage.
Early apernoon back in the forest. There`s a post of the forest department to monitor the herds. And what a spectacular picture opens
up slowly when we arrive at these two watch towers. A herd of about forty elephants, many young teenagers, babies, one tusker, so
many aunCes coming in and out the forest. A rhino with a baby walks grazing up and down, the greenhorn in his bud to move forward
and not bothering her to drink milk… Slowly the show down reaches it`s peak: the rhino baby starts a mock charge against the elephants,
and the elephants with ﬂapping ears, sonly move backwards. What a sight! And so funny! Aper successful inCmidaCon the baby rhino
Cptoes back to his mother wooing for compliments.

For moments I have forgo`en about the sad tusker in Bhutan.
Nighxall at ﬁve pm. It`s gefng very cold. I crawl all the way down into the seat to protect myself from the falling humidity and the cold
while driving through the forest homewards. I`m shaken through like a cube in the lo`ery basket. Looking forward to cook my own
vegetable and go to bed. Since I`ve taken over the steering in the kitchen to prepare my own food, my stomach feels be`er.
It`s a full moon night. The perfect night to spot elephants. Unfortunately, all remains quiet. No one shows up.

Dec 4th, 2017
Having spend the morning with internet problems, I`m completely slowed down. At least some phone calls and agreement issues could
be solved in the apernoon. Nothing heard from Kushal. I write a whatsup message, and speak to the forest oﬃcial at the entrance of the
park asking for his help to get to Royal Manas.
In the apernoon I visit a family recently hit by an elephant. The elephant came, eat, and leaned against the bamboo wall that fell down
on the child sleeping behind the wall. The child got killed, the other girl could escape with an injured leg. One member life of this lovely

family got destroyed through polio. He is small like a full length arm starring at me. I like this li`le human. And aper ﬁlming and
everything was se`led, I kneel down to him and taking him at his hands and walk with him. He loves it. His face is splending of joy, and
the surrounding family is laughing and clapping hands. My heart is at the summit for this poor people. I immediately put Samsan behind
the camera, ordering: ﬁlm this. What ever comes out of it, it will be fun, I gave the li`le one some money… His happily smiling face I will
never forget.

Dec 5th, 2017
early start inside the park at 6:30 in the morning. My plan is to reach the Bhutan border before lunch. Entering the forest range oﬃce at
the gate of the NP to gain the permission to cross the border, the oﬃcer says we should just go. He will put two oﬃcers aside so nothing
will happen. Music in my ears! Nice guy. Has it been so hard in recent days to get anywhere with my request for a days border crossing
permit. I pay the entry fee for the jeep and the two guys, one oﬃcer with a darCng gun, and oﬀ we go. Aper about two and a half hours
drive we reach the viewing point from where I`ve seen the elephant on the other side. Good news or bad news, the tusker is not there
anymore. I take the camera out to look through the zoom lens, but no, he`s gone. The two escorCng oﬃcers give me a sign to climb in
the vehicle that brings us to the border. The border is a simple rock on the ground, no gate, no fences, no guardians, nothing. Just by
approaching I realize that the forest becomes a completely diﬀerent jungle. The road meanders along the river with a steep slope to the
right and the water to the lep. Elephant dung in the middle of the road. I wonder, they are border crossers as I am, illegally, simply
walking the main road, undisturbed. I`m very excited to see ﬂora and fauna change within that short distance.

We reach the bank where the two-tact motor boat is Ced. We were shouCng (against illegality) but no answer. The boat brings us to the
other side where a steep staircase built out of natural rocks is winding up the cliﬀ. Having reached the upper edge of the cliﬀ, a wide
orchid opens up suﬀused with broken mid day light in huge palm trees and banana plantaCon. As we reach the Elephant Camp, an
elephant sized dummy announces that you have reached the camp. My meeCng was kind of disappoinCng. The only guy I could talk to

claims that the elephants are out in the forest for grazing since they cannot provide enough fodder for them. The camp has four female
elephants and one tusker. I discretely start asking for the Ced tusker I saw the other day at the bank. He conﬁrms that this elephant was
in musth and has killed his mahout. The mahout was drunk and wanted to climb on the elephant while the animal was in musth. That
way he got killed. The guy denies that he was Ced to a log out on the bank and switches to the fact that these elephants are Royal
Elephants. They won`t do this to Royal Elephants. The animal must have become entangled with the log but he insists the elephant was
not Ced.
I`m inspecCng the sleeping places of the elephants. Under big trees with an airy breeze from the river, freshly arranged hay, nice and
shady, there`s nothing to complain. A capCve elephant could not ﬁnd a be`er spot to be kept over night. I could not ﬁlm the locaCon
since the guy was not authorized to talk. I`m ok with it as it is, and we return to our boat without any inconvenience.
On the way back to the camp we stop at the two watch towers again. ImpercepCbly, the big herd comes out of the forest, the teenagers,
the aunts, the mommys, young male elephants, one year old babies, building groups and roaming in and out the rim of the forest.
There`s no applied logic to it, it`s simply play and checking out. They turn and get together unCl all suddenly disappear into the forest like
on a remote control. Their buds standing out the thick and lush greens. There must be about six or seven elephants in the big green bush
to my lep, shaking the bush, holding their trunks up, to be completely frozen in the next moment. Suddenly one adult and one young
tusker start messing each other by clashing their foreheads together. Under a thick cloud of dust, puﬃng and blowing, the big tusker
moves the much younger one, probably his son, diagonally to the other end of this open ﬁeld. Forehead on forehead they force each
other back and forth unCl the greenhorn has to give in and disappears in the thick. He`s not strong enough to compete with this big,
strong and experienced leader. The cat draws consequences and disappears in a ditch.

5/6/7. Nov, 2017
An elephant herd feeding in the thick on the side of the road in Manas NP. The gras is so high that they are hard to see. This is the last
day I`m going back to the place on the river. There is no elephant. The six or seven year old baby elephant in a ﬂash turns towards us with
a mock charge. What fun. I got my adrenalin shot for today.
Every apernoon there`s show down at the watch towers. The elephant herd in big numbers, two rhinos with babies, peacocks, and a
small black cat roaming around that I named Panter. To watch the behavior of the rhino mother, her baby and the elephants is a study for
itself. There`s a kind of a`racCon going on between the both while they show deep respect of each other. I`m very close this Cme to the
rhino, hiding behind a broken fence and some unidenCﬁable bushes, it probably can smell me. Impressed by this dark grey and shieldy,
fat layered animal that is so aware of everything going on around him, I`m watching Panter. The small cat is bold enough to take posiCon
between me and the rhino, drawing everyone`s a`enCon to this li`le black spot and giving a great excuse to approach the rhino a bit
closer with my camera. The cat will hold the sheer wall between me and the rhino, no doubt. My concentraCon focussing on the cat and
the behind grazing rhino, I missed that an elephant approaches the scene and the rhino threatens the elephant to not come closer, ready
to charge. This is the last day in Manas for now.
Phonecalls, notes and oﬃce work.

8. Nov. 2017
7:00am we leave to Nameri NP. Stop in Tezpur to see Dr. Pankaj Sharma, forest division Nameri NP. We should reach there at 1:00pm.
The day is busy with important things at home and a not funcConing internet. The meeCngs with Ms. Davinder Suman and Pankaj went
well and gave lots of informaCon. However, I must ask for ﬁlming permission, and this throws a dark light on my chances. The BBC was
just banned from ﬁlming for the next ﬁve years in enCre Assam. Davinder insists on the shooCng permission, however she shows me the
map of the region and the criCcal areas. It`s frightening to see the encroachments of human habitaCon and a shrinking forest. We had
already lep the oﬃce and were out of town when I received a phone call to come back to the oﬃce. So I went all the way back to the
oﬃce, Cred, hungry, with a paCent driver. God bless him.

9. Nov. 2017
Checking the area around Balipara, Rehajuly Village in the elephant corridor, surrounded by huge coconut palms and banana trees,
bamboo and other fruit trees, a ﬁeld of growing crops a`ached. Delicacies for elephants. Looks like paradise to me too. Interview with
the wife of the family who`s husband got killed by an elephant on his bicycle a few days back. The friend could safe his life. Rehajuly
Village is located on the edge of the elephant corridor where the animals frequently roam around in the crops and stray to the houses for
food. The house of the family literally has grown into the forest since over sixty years. From here to the main road is a distance of sixty
meters… I start being not so sure about the family`s capability of counCng. The dead husband was about sixty years old… According to
their own evidence, they are not using ﬁre crackers to chase the elephants away but they use drums and their loud voices to scare them
oﬀ. For how long will this work, I wonder.

10. Nov 2017
Balipara, 7:00am I got an emergency call from a collaborator. There was a horrible elephant-train collision at Balipara, Sonitpur District,

an area known to be an elephant corridor. An oﬃcial from WWF had said that Sonitpur has lost 70% of it`s forest which forces the
elephants to cross the rail road into the tea plantaCon. Five adults and a calf, among them one pregnant female were killed by the
Guwahathi-Naharlagun Express at around 1:00am when the herd was trying to cross the rail line. The images are disturbing. The dead
bodies of the elephants lie lep and right from the tracks, people rushing through the tea plantaCon, cranes and trucks trying to dig holes
and bury one aper the other elephant. Some hundred people congregate on the trucks. Besides the noise of the cranes the place is
silent. Everybody is shocked and sad.
Post mortem by the FD. On locaCon I meet Davinder Suman. I think we will meet more open in the future.

unknown

unknown

11. Nov. 2017
Reaching Kaziranga aper another shaken through ride on dirt roads from Nameri to Kaziranga, about 80 km distance, I tried to forget the
horrible incident from last day…unCl home, when I`ll see everything on camera again. The bank in Kohoroa where I need to do some
money exchange needs a xerox of my passport. Then the oﬃcer willingly changes 500 Chf into Indian rupees. And there is vegetable
market to my delight right behind the bank. I`m buying as much as me and my driver could carry back to the jeep. The driver who picked

me up is Manoj Gogoi.
We`re driving to the lodge. The lodge is owned by a lawyer in Bombay. The ﬁrst glimpse at the locaCon tells me that this is a promising
place in terms of elephants and a place I immediately fell in love with. My room is bright, surrounded by windows and a broad view on
the rice ﬁelds which surround the west side of the building. The entry hall opens up a phalanx of wooden elephants lined up in the
window in the upper room so that you just see the dark shades leaning against the back light as they would simply march through the
room a miniature. Walking up the few steps to the higher room the view is drawn to the paddy ﬁelds. From here, with some luck, we
might see elephants.
Later in the apernoon I meet Naveen in his oﬃce. Dr. Pandey is one of the two directors of the CorbeW FoundaBon and a very acCve and
engaged vet. He collected his crew around me and we all discussed the best approach to start shooCng. All have proofed to be so very
helpful. I miss these guys!
The same night I`m patrolling with Manoj Gogoi through the paddy ﬁelds. We are rapped into thick fog. I did not realize at ﬁrst how thick
it is and how dangerous it can be. But this was just the beginning of the foggy period at this Cme of the year. We are driving the jeep
towards the river, patrolling the ﬁelds with the torches from the Corbe` FoundaCon. Every house in the surrounded villages had been
given a torch by the foundaCon to monitor their ﬁelds and also come home safely. I follow Manoj`s steps. His torch is going lep and right,
checking the surroundings, too fast for my camera or for me to grasp anything. Aper walking like this for at least half an hour with heavy
equipment, I ﬁnally ask Manoj to pass the torch to me. I heard something, or I wanted to hear something, with a painful shoulder, sick of
walking in the fog which looks like gefng nowhere. Conﬁdently I aimed with the long stream of bundled light to the other bank. And
wow, aper a few meters to the lep, there he was. A huge tusker standing directly at the river bank feeding on greens and brunches. What
a beauCful mysterious sight, with a full reﬂecCon of his majesCc body in the water. Lucky me. Manoj and I were so excited, we did not
expect such a wonderful surprise, our eyes glued to these two elephants moving evenly to each other and disappear with no noise in the
forest.
And, to our surprise, the same picture should repeat few meters down at the same bank. A water buﬀalo is feeding at the river bank,
evenly moving with his reﬂecCon in the water unCl he disappears in the woods. We head back direcCon to our jeep as Manoj spots an
elephant grazing far in the rice ﬁeld. We sneak as close as we can get to not disturb the animal, and then turn around to drive the jeep to
the other side and see him from the front. The plan of Manoj pays out. We face him now in like ﬁpy meters distance, and I quietly can
shoot the animal unCl he`s liping up his ears and stops chewing. This is the moment we know that he got wind of us, that he got our
scent. We hold our breath. One never knows if he will move towards us and charge, and this the will go fast since we are quite close. But
this elephant decides for his nocturnal dinner and keeps chewing and threshing the gras before he stuﬀs it into his mouth… I love them
when they are eaCng, it`s simply beauCful. And again he stops. This Cme liping his trunk up high straight in our direcCon to get a clearer
picture of who we are. He is locaCng us. Suddenly, as if anCcipaCng the charge of this animal, Manoj and some villagers making loud
noise and we all run towards the elephant, me behind the crowd, to chase him oﬀ the ﬁeld. Half distance reached, the elephant turns
and gently and majesCcally moves backwards direcCon river. The loud noise turns out to be very eﬀecCve and disturbed the animal from
eaCng without causing any harm. He`s gone in the dark. He must cross over the river to reach the forest, his homeland.
This night was a success for shooCng, just the ﬁrst day of being in Kaziranga. People on night patrol are sleeping out in the tongues to
protect their crops. They patrol the ﬁelds with torches up to 1-2 km, depending on the fall of the fog. The tonges provide some
protecCon against the cold, and some are equipped with cooking faciliCes and blankets. The nights are gefng could in Assam, and they
are humid.

12. Dec 2017
Manoj picks me up an we both visit his home in close distance to the foundaCon. The walls of the recepCon room of his house are
packed with pictures and posters of him rescuing wildlife. Birds, pangolins, snakes, especially snakes is his favorite.

Manoj is an experienced snake catcher who also teaches rural villages about snakes, their behavior and how to stay safe. People call him
to get rid of a snake, he comes and rescues the animal. Some snakes entering human housing are venomous. He menCons these ones
ﬁrst, kings cobra, banded crate,… This banded crate we will release tomorrow. She rests in a box behind the homestay for a day and
night. A beauCful animal with clear black and yellow stripes. He gaves me an interview in front of camera, with Aksha translaCng since he
speaks barely English.
In the apernoon we go checking out the tonges, one is just being build. The Cn roof is donated by the Corbe` FoundaCon, the bamboo
sCcks and how it`s being build is made by the villagers. This way it is guaranteed that the villagers are involved in the process and not just
passively receive a gip. They have to contribute their own part to protect their ﬁelds with common sense and togetherness. And together
they come here at a tonge with the common interest: to chase the elephants from their ﬁelds. It`s a precious gip, when you have to
work up to the other half of the gip to make it complete. The social funcCon of a tonge is of big value the people, and a great invenCon
of the Corbe` FoundaCon, namely Naveen Pandey.

13. Dec 2017
Fast awakening morning out of the haze. The air is prickling. I trap the camera and tripod, and aper a short walk out of the campus, I`m
reaching a dam and a bridge. On the other side a ﬂock of geese, probably Chinese geese, have se`led at the bank of the river cleaning
intensely their feathers. Of course have they seen me approaching from far. And the way I`m approaching them must be dummy for
them I think. I`m bending down with camera and this long black legs of mine and the thin black ones of the tripod have them not loosing
sight on me. They are stretching their throats and whispering to each other what kind of odd ﬁgure this is, approaching with such black

and dangerous appliances. I duck down to the hight of the geese, stretch my throat, gefng their laughter and cackle, and posiCon my
camera. They are whispering and coo and curr informaCons I can only dream of to understand. Their noises deﬁnitely submifng an
informaCon to the rest of the family. A sCcking up throat overlooks the situaCon perfectly and tells the others what`s going on which
immediately makes them stop cleaning their feathering. Suddenly all throats are pushed up and heads are chafng, heading in one
direcCon: A white goat is coming along the small path and wants to pass the geese, but no chance. The geese get up nervously walking
back and forth to ﬁnally se`le again, making the white goat freeze for a moment in it`s posiCon and then, to not show embarrassment,
starts plucking on some gras on her right, away from the geese, but never loosing eyesight of the geese. The geese proove to be the
watchmen of the path unless a bold li`le black goat comes along and shows the white goat how this is to be done: She boldly walks up to
the geese and before they get up makes a lep turn towards the river. This way, the geese can only ﬂee to the land but not block the path
anymore. The white goat realizes the colleges`clever stratgy and immediately takes it`s chance to pass the goats behind the black goat,
applauded by the cha`ering geese.
The geese -n`- goat game is extending to some chickens coming along, and a biker who also wants to take his chance and pass the goats.
He is gefng down of his ramshackled bike and takes a good step towards the male goose who, under saCsfacCon seeing him gefng oﬀ
his bike, immediately opens up a pass way for the stranger, all communicated with loud grumble to his harem. The answer is a bright
laughter.
I am parked here with these animals for hours, unCl the sun come up and it`s gefng hot real fast. Do I understand geese now, these
beauCful animals have such humor and intelligence, I`d wished I could speak goose. Again I approach these animal for a few more steps,
however, there`s nothing be`er to get then what I have captured on this camera right now.

Snake release in the apernoon. Manoj will release ﬁve snakes, among them three Burmese pythons (non venomous), one banded crate
(venomous) that easily can be recognized at the yellow black stripes, and one copper headed trinket. We went to the jungle to release
them, accompanied by a forest oﬃcial for our security. The jungle cut oﬀ by a tea plantaCon is directly a`ached to Kohora at the fringe of
the town. The forest oﬃcial is carrying my tripot. My arm hurts of the weight and the moConlessness while ﬁlming. The snakes are a bit
tricky. Every snake has a diﬀerent character. The release of the ﬁrst Burmese python was so fast that I could not posiCon the camera in
Cme and she was gone up the tree. I`m impressed by her elegance and smoothness of moving. The second snake broke our opinion to
crawl up the wonderful tree we have selected for her with staying in the box. Despite our hopes and expectaCons she moved into the
thick, aper hissing at us and staying moConless for a while. Then she decided for the bush. The third Burmese python was the fastest and
without hesitaCon she disappeared in the thick of the forest. Later on I ﬁlm her up the tree. The venomous banded crate prefers to be
released in the small creek. She loves water, and immediately disappeared underneath the leaves and digged into the sand and rocks.
The objecCve: Snakes come into houses and gardens of human habitaCon and create fear among the families. Meanwhile, Manoj is
famous in the area and is being called by these families to come and catch the snakes. He`s a mobile rescue staCon, with a life Cme of
experience, and a wonderful heart for these animals. He`s catching them, someCmes under wild circumstances like hanging on a wall
facing down with his back, or must do team work with a friend to pull the strong animal at its tail out of its hiding-place. This must be
done from two sides.
Manoj is called to a family. A kind of a garden snake, green and small in shape, got tangled up in a nefng in the garden. We forget that
we were so much looking forward to a cookie and tea break and immediately drive to the locaCon in about ﬁve km distance. In the
garden of a big family the snake lies moConless in the nefng, the threads already cufng in her ﬂesh from trying to liberate itself. The
nets apparently should protect the vegetables from these kind of invaders however not to kill them. Slowly and consciously Manoj begins
his work, aper having studied the situaCon for a while. With two ﬁngers he traps the snake behind her head and with the other ﬁngers of

his lep hand he starts to entangle the nylon thread carefully with the help of a razor blade. The cuts are already so deep that it is diﬃcult
to loosen up the nylon before cufng the poor animal of this tortures jail. Thread per thread he cuts the nylon cut in it`s entangled body
out assisted by his colleague who holds the snakes` body in the middle where she`psalmist choked by the threads. Much ﬁngerCp feeling
needed to do such operaCons and not hurt the animals` elasCc body. Also its head will be free soon, the end of its tail already winded
around Manojs`leg, the mouth widely open, with his lep thumb at her gorge. He does not know this elegant and velvet like animal, the
razor blade in his right hand. For sure it is not dangerous… and free she is. Oﬀ we go in the basket and loaded into the jeep. Manoj`s face
is glowing. He`s in his element. This is what he loves doing most, be in direct contact with the animals.
We barely have reached home when Manoj gets another phone call of a family. With no tea break and no lunch, we immediately drive
oﬀ to see the Burmese Python which is hiding in a wooden shack underneath all kinds of wood stocked up to the ceiling. She is almost
not to see. but overlooks the place to the fullest. On top of a shelve all the way up even a tall person has to step back to see it from far.
When she slowly starts moving forward I begin to realize that her body is enormous, powerful, and diﬃcult to judge what she will do
next. She`s darCng her tongue. I decided she`s a female. Her shiny shield plate pa`ern is the perfect camouﬂage for this wooden kind of
nervous surrounding, as if she knows, kind of reminding me to my mother`s handbag which I have seen and pet quite open when I was a
li`le kid, now resCng in the lower drawer of my commode. Manoj tries to pull the snake at her tail but could only grap the far end of it.
Four hands are holding this strong animal now on it`s tail from the side where I am with the camera while Manoj rushes to the other side
of the shed. Fastly removing bars of hay and wood he ends up to be on top of the snake but can`t see her. Her tail also is gone and could
not be held any longer. This is becoming dangerous now I think, as in a sudden he literally stands on top of the snake and with a fast
handle he could grasp the snakes head behind the char. She is winding her thick body around her arm trying to suﬀocate the blood. But
his grasp behind her char is so strong that she let`s go of his arm… He deserves an award for this snake rescue.
Snakes are territorial animals. Average territory for a snake is about four kilometers. Next day we`ll bring her back to the forest which will
be breath taking to capture on camera.

Dec 14th, 2017
early morning 5:30am I am out on spofng elephants. Thick and wet fog is coming down, you can only see like 20 meters distance,
excellent for camera work. Clear pictures, anything else rapped up in haze. My eyes are glued to the ground, I`m looking for the big foot
prints… and ﬁnd fresh ones close by the old ones, in the size of baking Cns, slightly overgrown with new gras. They must have come
through here right now, however, far and wide there`s no audible sound of elephants. They are masters in sneaking. The ﬁrst crows
descend from the peak of the trees, communicaCng in the air, and besides the wet fog falling in drops from the trees it is completely
quiet.
Since the night was short, I permit myself a nap, then cook and eat, to be ready to go on elephant patrolling again at night.
Heavy fog is hanging in swaths over the river bed. The torches can only make it up to half of the normal reach of light. This kind of heavy
fog at night is extremely dangerous. Suddenly rhinos, elephants, Cgers could be there in no Cme and stand right in front of you where
you could not see through. We are not lucky in this night to spot elephants. The other side of the stream is completely quiet. We would
hear some cracking noises, eaCng noises, some kind of rumbling otherwise. But all is as quiet as a mouse. The fog makes noise. For the
ﬁrst Cme I can hear the fog. Here and there we hear a ﬁsh jumping… This early morning, around 2:20am, around ten or ﬁpeen elephants
must have come through here.
Next day we prepare for the same venture around 6pm.

Dec 15th, 2017
We leave at 6pm direcCon river. Same pictures, the thickest fog one can imagine. We know where the favorite cross over the river of the
elephants is. As we reach, the foot prints coming out the water up the steep slope look like they were from the day before, no fooling.
This Cme we carry twelve camera traps with us.
Manoj handles the traps like he never did something else in his life. With a machete he cuts a whole in the slope in the size of the small
box with a wider angle to the opening. With the light of the torch he measures the angle of the ﬂash of the camera and sets the ﬁrst
camera trap of which we expect to see the enCre herd. He knows exactly the distance to each camera trap by height and width, the
angle to the steep slope, and how deep he has to cut the holes into the muddy slope. The angle is correct. In less than half an hour all
traps are set. and we move back to the jeep. We know, this night will be a long night…
Manoj, Aksha and I sit in the jeep, our scarfs and sweaters pulled up to the nose. It is wet, and hour by hour it seems to get colder.
Through the thick fog crawling on the ground we can look through to the stars, the windows of the jeep a split open. I feel like sifng in a
hot pot would`t it be so cold. My eyes try to ﬁx on the grey spots swelling in the fog, evolving to darker spots, to elephants, and
disappear in other curls. I`ve seen this phenomena on the mediterranean water… when you look up on the ocean for monitoring
dolphins, or whales, for a glimpse of a second you see them here and there and everywhere. This fog is ﬁckle. My creaCve mind sees
elephants, coming out of the haze and disappearing the same moment, from something to nothing. My eye lids feel like led. I`m not
allowed to fall asleep. My hands covering my ice cold knees. I start a conversaCon with my colleagues, we try to keep our mood up. Only
one window is open now through which we are listening to the dark. The electrical chirping of cicadas, the chuggle of a ﬁsh, not one
single sound to hear otherwise, neither from human nor animal.

The rice ﬁelds are on this side of the river. Elephants have to cross over the river, there`s no other possibility to reach the delicious food.
The villagers have developed a system of making noise with ra`ling Cns and screaming into the dark when a torch has spo`ed an
elephant to chase oﬀ the animal. In other areas nearby however, they will use the bolom, and ﬁre crackers to chase the animals from
their ﬁelds.
It is 12:00 midnight. All pictures dissolve in the drizzling fog. Already four hours lie behind us, and at least ﬁve or six hours ahead of us,
but we think they will show up in the next two hours and release us. Manoj and Aksha whispering in the foreign language. The front
window of the jeep is sweaCng perls of wet fog. My feet are gefng numb, I bent myself in the sleeping posiCon like in an aircrap, snaped
to my knees, with hands and arms falling asleep soon. I try to make sense out of the foreign language which sounds so familiar to me
although I don`t understand a word, a whispering ocean of vowels makes my concentraCon fail on own thoughts. Aper another hour we
decide for only one more hour. And the next one more hour, and the next. We have made it up to hear. The chances that we miss the
elephants if we would leave our mission are too high. This way we make it through the night. Manoj thinks the herd must be somewhere
back there, poinCng to my lep, a villager told him he says. According to the footprints that we saw this is possible. They will come back
before day break. However keeping our spirits up, I don`t feel the elephants are here, the elephants area sharing the same space with us.
I don`t sense them. This awareness has nothing to do with audible or idenCﬁable sounds. It has more to do with the ability to hear the
elephant`s heart beat, the elephants` soul.
We stay unCl eight in the morning.

17.Dec 2017
The harvest of crops is over. Elephants retreat in the forest. Only some might venture out towards the paddy ﬁelds here and there. I was
lucky to capture one the ﬁrst day it seems.
Aper a long and refreshing sleep we meet in Manoj`s oﬃce, the recepCon room of his house. Three majesCc chairs are lined up against
the wall with lovely embroideries as chair covers. we will conCnue our interview, and Aksha has prepared the quesCons in my favorite
whispering- language, Assamese. Manoj expression is always serious, a bit Cght. He`s not used to talk in front of camera. In fact, he loves
most to be out in the jungle with his animals. Between the two sets we return to his house to shoot another table scene.
Aper that the whole family goes whopping in Bokokhat, the next bigger town nearby. We buy vegetable, fruits, pens, a note block, and I
can pursue my fondness of thin wriCng pens. I buy ten of those for nothing and display them happily in my camera bags later on.
Snake release in the apernoon.
4:30pm we pack up the jeep with camera stuﬀ and return to the river. We are hoping for rhinos and elephants, we have not given up
yet. Aper two hours we go back to Manoj`s family to shoot the table scene, eat, and again return to the ﬁeld. The last village disappears
in the falling darkness. A bar footed woman with a bag under her arm returns home crossing a foggy ﬁeld. Dangerous… be aware of
Cgers! We have taken posiCon at the river bank, two hundred meters further north, bent down in the gras under crystal clear sky. This
night so far is an excepCon, no fog yet. But it won`t last long… We are waiCng, one hour, two hours. In the third hour we hear some noise
from the other bank. May be a biber jumped into the water, the size of the animal can be deducted by the noise it makes. Shortly aper
that, Manoj`s torch detects a rhino in the ﬁeld. Where in the world was he coming from? Out of the meanwhile fallen fog? Rhinos move
very fast in the ﬁeld. The moment we spo`et it, it was gone. No signs of elephants whatsoever. Instead, some brights show up on the
horizon slowly moving towards us. It is Naveen and his family. The night becomes an amusing and entertaining turn while thick fog is
moving in. Naveen talks about his Cme of oﬃce. Shivering and laughing we hold on to grotesque stories and lean against the warm
vehicle unCl we decide to call this a night and move on to warmer condiCons. Naveen, you made our night!

Dec 18th, 2017
With Naveen and the rest of the crew we drive through the corridor to Sihlguri, inspect the tongues in the rice ﬁelds, and talk to villagers.
No elephants to see on the road. My tension is high however passing through the corridor. According to Naveen, they are frequently
crossing the road.

Dec 19th, 2017
Today Naveen, I and his wife go on safari tour inside the forest of Kaziranga. Spread across the ﬂood plains of the Brahmaputra River, the
park is home to Cgers, rhinos, elephants, river dolphins and many migratory birds. The rhino species is special to India, it is the onehorned rhino.
We see huge dark spots spread out on the horizon. Elephants. A big tusker amongst a herd of females, and three more to the lep, and
one more standing half way covered by the thick with more probably hiding inside. What a sight, like oversized needle pins. However,
they are far away. Very close further down the park we ﬁnd the foot prints of a big herd, perhaps forty to ﬁpy animals if not more have
crossed the mud and lep muddy marks on the trees. So they must be around closer. I must be out of luck. Just thinking about my
misfortune, in about six meters distance, a rhino comes out of the thick with the intenCon of obviously crossing the road. Oh my God!
This massive animal interrupts its intension, stops right in the middle of our driving direcCon, turning its body, facing us. It could not be
more dangerous, and I could not be more lucky than I am, standing already straight up in the jeep facing the camera in its direcCon. The

vehicle stopped, the rhino stopped, with it`s ears directed and it`s body fully turned towards us. I`m hissing to the driver between my
teeth to slowly slowly move backwards, by far we are too close, way to close. I stopped breathing and whisper again to the driver the
same command. I think he did not understand a word I was saying, but he understood the situaCon, and the dangerous snake sound of
my words. He slowly moved backwards a few meters. The rhino seems to be relieved, the tension under his thick layers of fat have
loosened up, and the animal turns back to the side from where it was coming out and disappears in the thick within seconds. „Let`s
move back few more meters“, I tell the driver, sensing that the rhino might roam around there and come back the other side, what it
exactly did. My posiCon is very unstable, I`m all the way up now, if the vehicle would move right now in a kind of emergency escape, I
have nothing to hold on to and would simply fall oﬀ, camera included. Give God this will not happen. It did not take long and I could see
the rhino grazing through the thick bushes and suddenly moving towards the dirt road again. And there it is again, crossing the road
slowly with only a slight glimpse of its lep eye towards us, conCnuing it`s mission.
Lucky me. Needless to say how happy we all are, especially having perfectly captured this on camera.

Dec 20th, 2017
Aper more than one and a half months of traveling my stomach is upside down, and my body starts aching. Limbs and muscles have no
training except this one sided holding of the camera, it becomes really hard on me to not being able to conCnue my sporCve side while
travel. Despite the lucky convenience that I meanwhile have learned how to provide for my own food, like buying vegetables and fruits
on the market and cooking in the kitchen (gefng used to being monitored by the cook of the house and his folks), I feel not fed well and
fallen out of a regular schedule that everybody seems to have except me, hungry and without ideas what else I could eat besides the
same: vegetables (probably grown with arCﬁcial ferClizers which I can taste) and the same cookies (a package which says „digesCve“, at
least the only one I could ﬁnd without containing sugar). I`m not a rice eater, nor bread or ﬂower eater, neither I eat any fats, like bu`er
or gravy food boiled in oil, or sugary cakes or cookies. I really have a diﬃcult Cme. So, in my desperaCon, I started to a eat a half loaf of
toast in the morning, where I normally don`t have breakfast, to avoid a completely break down of my stomach at lunch Cmes (around
2pm) with people joining them with their food, and again, barely eaCng anything. The toast contains besides other I don`t like, sugar!
Just talking about it makes me run hungry for my home made buckwheat breads or my home grown vegetable… or even a good cup of
tea, with no milk and no sugar in it, boiled in a clean pot with clean water and non-pesCcided tea… No one should complain when being
out for elephants.
I try to revise my schedule, not easy despite of too many unknowns. I cancel out of Manas and Nameri, and also the ﬂight to GuwahathiDehli-Jaipur. Instead I might need a vehicle from Kohora to Guwahathi and to Jaldapara /or Belakoba airport. Although, an opCon to go
on a houseboat for to research on man-eaCng Cgers in the Sundarbans came up, however turns out to be not pracCcal right now. But the
idea keeps occupying my mind for a while.
Instead, I`m waiCng on the shooCng permission from the Forest Department in Guwahathi, Dr. Vasu, and Dr. Pankaj Sharma. ShooCng
emails, making phone calls, taking notes. etc. The day passes, I feel somehow on hold.
I take the chance of thinking about the Ctles and the ﬁlms that I will not publish here, at least eight ﬁlms and a big one, and the book to
write. I`m busy. Need appointment with Bhupen Talukdar, former forest oﬃcial, reCred, knows lots about elephants, has wri`en a book.
This book I have, an extended ﬁeld staCsCcs on the habitaCon and areas in Assam`s forests, an excellent study.

Dec 22nd, 2017
Aper another calm night in the ﬁeld I feel that the plan deﬁnitely needs change. I cannot deal with empty gears, somehow.
Unfortunately, it`s Christmas, and I supposedly will be in the street soon. I have to move out of this beauCful homestay to another room
next to Manoj`s house. Have to ﬁnd something…
At night we are driving through the villages, everything is quiet, not even a dog is on its feet. The animals sleeping in li`le sheds, all
together. On the ground are the cows and some chickens followed by goats on the second ﬂoor, the bicycle found a spot as well on the
wall of the shed. But with no fence around this is dangerous in case a Cger a`acks. The animals could not rescue themselves, they are
Ced in the shed, except the chickens. The Corbe` FoundaCon is preparing for fences. Wet fog keeps falling down on the tonges. It is cold.
No noises around. On and oﬀ the light of a torch searching for animals in the ﬁelds, rhinos, elephants… one wild bor could be reported in
the bushes taking the scent, before gefng eaten by the fog.

Dec 23, 2017
Naveen picks me up at 1pm. The interview with Rohit Choudhury in the apernoon… and good news, I have moved in with a nice family,
Aksha`s room, which is in a house next to the main road close to Manoj`s house.
My body aches. Shoulders, chest, every stretch causes pain. Sifng in the car and driving on bumpy dirt roads or one sided camera
holding or carrying camera and tripod gives the rest to my condiCon. Physically I`m going through the worst pain I can remember ever.
Daily swim and yoga training at home leaves me a clear statement.
Morning break through coconut palms and banana trees. In thirty minutes we will start to head to The Wall. I need a pan from the lep to
the right of the wall. The interview with the journalist looks promising. Grey coloured haze, soaked with clouds of smoke like every
morning. Theses are the mornings of burning plasCc.
I meet Jamarjit in Numoligarh where he has his oﬃce not far from the wall. The small, friendly man greets me nicely and oﬀers a seat
next to him. We both go through hours of footage he shot on elephants banging their heads against this wall, desperately searching for a
break through to conCnue their path. He loads everything to an usb-pendrive according to my choices. Also elephants chased oﬀ by the
villagers, with burning speers, the so called bolom, and a small boy messing with a big tusker. The message is ambiguous. He takes on an
awkward challenge that should not be shown as a recommendable example.

Great footage. All informaCons in Assamese… I`m scared of my workload at home but there`s nothing to do about it.

We go have some tea and some sweets, and then drive along the wall, passing the centre of the inclosure, and passing the giving birth
place of the elephants. Our silence is louder than the noise of the passing trucks on the highway. I feel hit with a hammer, or hit with the
destrucCon of this wall. We spend the whole the day in this area unCl sunset. We ﬁnd two diﬀerent places where the elephants have
torn down the wall. In the separated area the elephants had their birth places. Some elephants are locked up in the area, they cannot
get out. A piece of cemented razor blade is stuck to the broken oﬀ wall, and below, almost invisible from the high gras, is a blood stain,
the silent evidence of this tragedy.

The tea plantaCon on this side of the wall is of hard, sharply edged wood, and besides few walkable paths, resistent to everything and
everybody who wants to move fast and ﬂexible. The sharp cuts of the small tea trees can only cause damage and injuries to the legs

moving in this inaccessible thick. Only li`le space remains between the bushes to put your foot aper selected well the spot. Elephants
will be locked up in this area, there`s no way to get out for them. How they move inside the plantaCon except in the walkable paths is a
miracle to me. I`m maneuvering the heavy camera luggage through these razor blade bushes to ﬁnally ﬁnd a good place to post my
camera with her three legs on the ground. However, I have to admit there`s an order to it done by the planters. These bonsai like
planCng method is not meant to allow invaders. However, in the wider paths both humans and elephants move alike.
I need to ﬁnd a posiCon where the wall runs lep and right out of the picture. This should not be that hard to ﬁnd, were`t there deep
valleys and steep slopes where perspecCve can easily be lost or tricked. Would I stumble or get stuck on one of those sharp weapons, it
would mean to fall and I would injure myself badly. Very carefully I set one foot in the next planCng gap and slowly pull the other foot
aper it. An act of balance. UnCl I can posiCon the camera safely, this takes a while. As I look up the slope to the wall, a man is watching
my enterprise, slightly smiling at the slow and probably precise moCon of my legs.
Back in my room, the neighbor`s woman is wiping the clay ﬂoor with a wet rag. This kind of ﬂoor care actually you can ﬁnd everywhere in
Assam. The ﬂoor is smooth, but uneven and naturally brown colored, and sop to walk. The weather condiCons with parCally heavy rains
keep polishing the basements and ﬂushing oﬀ the loose pigments easily so that the ground becomes really hard. House walls are done
with the same technique. It is cheap, costs nothing besides female workers, while the men are watching with arms crossed across their
chests.
At 3pm I meet the acCvist Rohit Choudhury at his parents house. What a welcome! A long conversaCon follows while his mom is feeding
us with Assamese specialCes and tea.
The Wall is a 2km long monster that divides the elephant corridor… Also Rohit has to improve his posing skills in front of camera.
SomeCmes I have to shoot things several Cmes unCl it comes out right… The last interview with Rohit in the pepper plantaCon opposite
to the Forest Department is the best.
Human habitaCon in India can be everything and anything. From a simple shed made of Cn roof, carton or plasCc to the plastered house
made of bricks, clay or a bamboo hut out of straw, there is nothing that could not serve as building material. And in case there is nothing
around that could be used, the open sky is the biggest roof of the Indian world. Where there is space there will things to be built. There
seem to be no rules to where human habitaCon is allowed to be build up or not. The only excepCon is reserved forest and forest. But
even here uncontrolled human habitaCon is rampant and growing quickly into the jungle. And this is how the ﬁrst stone is being set for
the cause. Elephants` habitaCon is shrinking due to the expansion of human agricultural land. Rice, ragi, maize and fruit ﬁelds like banana
plantaCon or pineapple orchids are frequently visited by elephants. The fodder is too delicious as to be ignored, and Cgers and wild cats
are taking down goats and cows. The Corbe` FoundaCon is now fencing the sheds for the sleeping animals and protecCng them against
wildlife a`acks.

Dec 25th, 2017
Arriving at Smiling Tusker Elephant Camp
The camp is located at the rim of Manas NP devided from the forest by a small dirt road only. Currently they have three female elephants
which the owners gave to the camp out of free will. In return, the camp pays the owners and separately the mahouts a monthly salary.
The salary is actually much higher than what their elephant would earn. So it did not take much of convicCon for them to understand the
ma`er. They will not be able to maintain their elephant soon, the fodder became too expensive, and the donaCons on ceremonies are
running low. The former logging elephants made one step to a good live, with no inﬂicted pain, and they are not forced to work.
However, in the morning hours, the camp relies on some tourist rides to the jungle, the rest of the day is free. Nayan JoC Das says they
need the money for to maintain the camp and the model. And I believe every word he says despite I objected to the rides of course.
However, there`s no point for serious criCcism. Sooner or later this will be gone as well.
The three girls are chained in the open forest with a long chain. They are standing next to each other, whispering into each others ears
and touching their trunks like they want to smell or taste what the other has eaten. They are very sweet. They growl and grumble,
squeak and trumpet. They are the mostly happy elephants. Fed well, they got rid of some unpleasant habits resulCng from bad
treatment during their hard working years in the logging business. One wound in the neck is sCll in the healing process but doing well.
The next elephant to come is a huge tusker with a big and bad back injury which does not heal since even years. The owner could not be
convinced yet that his elephant will live a much be`er life in the camp including the lives of his own family which will be maintained by
the camp. The elephant must go begging in the streets.
Nayan conﬁrmed my view on the Buthanese elephant. He has seen him more open there, chained in the glazing mid day sun to a log and
chained on both front and hind legs. So I was deﬁnitely right with what I saw. The guy from the elephant camp in Buthan was lying on
me. I does not make a diﬀerence to them, if it is a Royal Elephant or not, when the elephant comes into musth and kills his mahout who
in a drunken state has poked and tortured him, the punishment is jusCﬁed unCl he comes back to normal. He conﬁrms my suspicion of
illegal land clearing and cufng down trees mostly at night, in Bodoland. This is very dangerous. The forest guard is informed that I am
highly interested in these ma`ers.
Nayan previously was working in a bank, unCl the love to wildlife and especially elephants broke out. Together with some friends he
founded an organizaCon and its members invested into the construcCon of the lodges. There are eight of these li`le houses with room
for two people each, and ten tents for other guests. At the moment is peak season, everything is sold out. With Nayans` descripCons we

fast understand that there is much love and gentleness involved when it comes down to the elephants. They want to set up a trainings
program for the mahouts which I consider a great idea. I suggest to show ﬁlms or videos which will educate the people and lead to much
needed change in handling these gentle pachyderms. The mahouts will be paid from the money that is earned by the öko-camp. This
turns out to be the be`er payment than the one of the mahouts.
A shot in the dark. It can also be a detonated spark in a Cn. The intenCon is the same, to chase elephants, Cgers or rhinos oﬀ the ﬁelds,
someCmes wild bore. Nayan passes by my hut to tell me that they will inform me when something is happening.
Heavy scent of kerosene in the air that just lit the lamps. There camp ﬁre in the middle of the campus provide the addiConal mood, kids
playing „catch me if you can“ in the dark and are completely turned on when bed Cme is approaching. Except their screams and the
laughter of their parents having a great Cme at the camp ﬁres, Smiling Tusker is more a leaned back oasis at the rim of the forest, very
quiet.

26. Dec 2018
today is washing day. Between my hair, the laundry and the room cleaning a few hours pass during dayCme when things have a chance
to dry. Hair has to make it through another thirty days unCl reaching home. At least a clean feeling, ah, what a feeling! Gefng rid of the
whirled up dust of the jeeps on dirt roads from clothes and hair is an indescribable pleasure.
With few excepCons I have diﬃculCes to keep Indian names especially when I do knot see them wri`en down. PhoneCcally the English
language spoken by Indians and comparably Europeans is very diﬀerent in most cases, resulCng in serious problems when taking notes.
IM going to the kitchen to get boiling water for to prepare some tea. The cooks are sifng on the ﬂoor pot roasCng chicken on burning
hot charcoal. I barely cannot breath neither keep my eyes away. Most of them do not understand the diﬀerence between a vegetarian
and a vegan. I cannot ban the smell of burned skin out of my nose, I`m disgusted. Chicken is the main dish, nothing works without this
animal. When Indians talk about vegetable they normally mean (over-)boiled , not idenCﬁable, spicy and gravy boiled something. I have
given up ordering vegetable, this I ﬁnally have learned. I ﬁnally understood that this has nothing to do with vegetable how I was used to
eat them at home, simply nothing.
Indian kitchen are worth an excursion. People cook with gas on single cookers connecCng a gas bo`le, which I feel is an excellent system.
However, everything is sCcky, oily and black from centuries of not being cleaned up. To no avail I`m seeking a Cny not so dirty spot to
post my plate while waiCng on my vegetables which cooks in a wok. Meanwhile I learned to close my eyes when entering the kitchen…
don`t look lep or right, just look for a pot to trap and wash yourself, concentrate on your own vegetable. The other is the other. At leas
seven cooks are at work side hours, with barely breaks since everything is going to be cooked for a long Cme so intensely and actually
feels appropriate according to the miserable hygienic condiCons. Freshly prepared vegetables or fruits are not on the menu.
Appropriately, the bellies of the people are all shaped the same, the same rescue rings around their hips, with few excepCons lep. No
one seems to be bothered.
Smiling Tusker. The picnic and tourism traﬃc of the Indians and their children costs your last nerve. Everywhere are cars and kids, dust
and screams, and no animals to see. The animals have moved far back in the forest. Even the rhino that came on nocturnal visits and did
not seem much impressed by people does not show up since a while. So does the tusker that came visiCng Dhanmaya quite frequently.
It`s not to consider that this will change sCll in this year before new years eve or even later. It seems to be everywhere like this, overﬂown
by people ﬂeeing the ciCes. Unfortunately, only few people understand that they have entered wild life properCes.
I try to make the best out of this situaCon. I`m advising the camp regarding medical treatment, foot care, elephant release and other,
and I am watching the three ladies on a daily basis for hours and hours. The project Smiling Tusker is collaboraCng closely with the forest
department. Nayan helped at the FD as far as it was about elephants before he started the camp. He knows all the men at oﬃce which is
a big advantage.

27. Dec 2017
in early morning hours Nayan and I drive to the FD and further to meet a reCred forest oﬃcer named Diphaleu Rabha. He knows
elephants from early childhood on when it was yet allowed to catch wild animals. He shall become the head mahout at Smiling Tusker,
and teach the mahout, observe them and control them. His knowledge is precious, how to catch wild elephants with kunkis and phandis
and how to chase them into the khedda etc. He knows everything by his own experience. Nayan has ﬁlmed some scenes according to
original instrucCons of how it has been in earlier Cmes, to make this available for learning and educaConal purposes later on. He wants
to set up a kind of teaching insCtuCon and a learning school for the mahouts where they can get proper training. Mr. Rabha shall educate
them which I think is an excellent model. The mahouts will also be controlled while working with their elephants. This should prove to be
an excellent model.
The names of the three ladies: Dhanmaya, Ratnamala, Jawmala, from her I know only li`le. Dhanmaya`s tail was once cut oﬀ while she
was a logging elephant and got stuck with her tail between two logs. The mahout simply cut oﬀ her tail to free the elephant, Nayan says.
Now a quarter length of her tail is missing. A shiver runs through my body. Ratnamala got a phantom pregnancy. Her owner claims that
she always has been like this. The next day we will visit this owner at his home. Currently ST Camp has four mahouts win case on needs
to be exchanged.
My favorite post is in the forest where the three ladies are changed. I love to watch them eaCng and sniﬃng around or at their neighbors

ears. They look healthy. The would in Jawmala`s neck heals well, however will be easily idenCﬁed by the arCﬁcially grown skin to one
point. Their grey-brownish skin will barely stand out from the surrounding. Dhanmaya lips her trunk above her swaying head and blows
the shuﬄed dirty along her back spine, gently trickling down back to the ground. She keeps repeaCng this several Cmes unCl she`s
completely locked up in a cloud of dust. Then she wipes her lep eye with her ﬁnger. I don`t like the blind spot in her eye. She squeaks
and rumbles and grumbles. The grumble comes from deep inside her body. The vibraCon brings my intesCnes to resonate as well, I`m
hungry. (tape 27/28)
The mahout wants to get up the elephant but Dhanmaya remains stubborn and does not oﬀer her leg of have him climb on top of her
back. All commandos and shouts are in vain, the nicest and sharpest spoken commandos are in vain. She remains petulant. Her mahout
hits her on her trunk and then on the forehead with the bu` end of his machete. I`m not excited to see this at all. She defys and swings
her foot back and forth instead of holding it staple in a kind of oﬀer to her mahout to climb up as if she wants to say I`m not climbing on
your back either, so fuck you! And it stays like this. Also a second mahout tries to convince her, but no luck! Her stubbornness is her
trump. All the elephants are walking to the feeding place where thick bamboo trunks in the size of a thick thigh are waiCng to be
„trunked up“ and eaten. What a juicy and delicious treat.
Sinking sunlight wraps up the forest and the elephants into darkness. The dirt road which separates the camp from the forest, is an aisle
of dust with the sinking star of the sun at the end. Motorbikes and fully loaded cars of the city people are on a hang out ride at the
weekend. Windows turned down, and the radios at full blast, they are jeering and bellowing. It is not astounding that there is not one
single wild animal to see.
Nayan expects a tusker to come at the beginning of the year 2018. We are very excited about this and want to see him tomorrow. A good
chance for me to have internet recepCon on the main road.

Dec 28, 2017
8am in the morning we start to our four hours drive to see the tusker named Bahadur. The direcCon is a close by village to Tezpur. The
former logging elephant, a baby-catch thirty ﬁve to forty years ago, grew up as a logging elephant. Since seven years, like most of the
logging elephants, he has a big wound on his back which does not heal. The huge, majesCc animal lies down so that I can inspect and
photograph the wound on his back.

This elephant is so tall that I barely make it to ﬁlm his back side from the top. The enCre village has gathered around us, the elephant
and the four brothers, the owners of Bahadur. The small mahout that sCll sits on top of Bahadur looks more like a grotesque human
bonsai. On his commands the elephant gets up again and salutes me. Closer to us are standing the men, the women further in back.
Slowly this kind of grouping in sexes mixes, probably through the running around kids who sCr everything up. In between young chicken
and goats…
I start a conversaCon with the four brothers while Reshmi is translaCng the Assamese to me and my English back to their language. We
need a highly experienced mahout that Bahadur respects and obeys completely. Should this majesCc animal run away during the
nocturnal walking, it could become very dangerous. I explain to them that this wound aper seven long years cannot wait any longer to
have proper treatment started by a doctor. They understand the issue. We assume that there are hidden subcutaneous puss bags that do
not allow the wound to heal. And this must be controlled by a doctor who comes every day or at least every second day and checks on

the progress. This is much be`er do do at the Smiling Tusker Camp than out here in unstable condiCons. The four brothers understand
the cause. They will discuss this again and come to a conclusion soon, they say.

One of the brothers in a dark red t-shirt and a very open face cuddles into the elephant, sits on his front legs while his head ends where
the mouth of the elephant starts. What a picture. The tall guy looking so small and the huge animal looking even bigger. He whispers
gently to the elephant. I want to know what he is telling this big animal. Later on I ask this quesCon, and to my surprise, the tall brother
explained to his elephant that this is not the doctor (me) and my camera bag is not the doctor`s bag, and the car is not the doctor`s car
but a friends` vehicle. I found this so very cute. Will never forget the listening Bahadur. What a sweet elephant he is! The brother explains
to me that he`s afraid of the doctor. EveryCme when the doctor`s car comes around the corner he runs oﬀ. He`s afraid of another painful
procedure on his back. So he hates the doctor, and runs oﬀ when he simply hears the motor of the doctor`s vehicle.

We were asked to join the four brothers to the living room of their family where tea and some sweets are waiCng. On every plate also
lies an egg next to cookies and something curly which is spicy. Next to it standing a cup of sweet tea with milk and ginger.
Another brother who served at the Indian army wants to know why in the world I`m coming from so far away to India and care so much

about their elephants. What shall I say! The answer turns out to be a bit long but he likes it a lot. This leads to another cup of tea and
sweet cookies. However, I can`t do this eaCng sweet stuﬀ all day long anymore and have to order it without milk and sugar, just black, or
red as we say here in Assam. I start explaining that the cookie already contains enough sugar, so it`s nicer to have the tea bi`er with the
sweet cookie. This explanaCon works and the third round came with red tea and cookies of all of us.
I try to ﬁnd out about the illegal logging. The man in the bordeaux colored vest knows this are very well. However his concern to give this
informaCon to me keeps him rather silent. His head would be in danger if this would enter daylight.
I had almost forgo`en to menCon the goose. This animal got the nicest breading nest I have ever seen. In a bamboo shed she got a small
li`le enclosure with beauCful dim light and peace around. She sits on four big eggs, and without any resistance she lets her wing to be
liped to show her clutch of eggs. There`s no reason for concern with a lll this paradise like peace around her.
On the ﬂoor of the yard rice is drying. This is a special sCcky rice, even the pigeons like the golden brown grains.
We start driving back direcCon camp. A four hours plus ride lies ahead of us. I buy one kg pomegranate for 110 rupees, and receive the
lemons delivered to my tent. At the entrance of the gate Nayan shows me a picture on his camera. There is the nocturnal guest visiCng
Dhanmaya and the other two ladies. A proud tusker with respectable tusks stands in the midst of the three ladies stealing them a thick
banana tree trunk. A wild elephant in the middle of three capCve elephants. I love this picture, and more so the idea! It`s wonderful!
The picture does not let go. It is the primal scene of this camp. The place for the elephants is open to the back side, meaning open to the
jungle. No fence will prevent the tusker and other wild animals from coming into the camp. Also rhinos come and take their chance. The
most impressive so far is the wild tusker. An allegory picture that deducts the idea of harmony between the wild and the capCve animals
sharing the same space.
Tomorrow I have to get up at ﬁve in the morning. With Sunil I`ll go early inside the park and hopefully see a big herd of elephants…
depending on the haze.

29. Dec 2017
we went to the park twice, early morning and late apernoon. Prayers start the cold and hazy morning.

Apernoon hours actually turn out to have a higher chance to see the elephants. They will come for sure where the people put out salt on
a tree trunk close to the watch towers. UnCl you get there however you have to swallow tons of dust. Most of the Cme passing vehicles
don`t show any respect and pass you at full speed. By the Cme you get there you are bathed in dust, so is your equipment. But you will
be rewarded. Face to face with a rhino in 10 meters distance, however, I should not menCon the distance, that`s only because the
rangers know me and know that I am very aware of the dangerous situaCon. I always ask someone to come with me actually to pay
a`enCon to all direcCons while I`m excepConally looking through the camera lens. These animals are unpredictable in a way. The
moment they charge it`s too late, in most of the cases. Aper the rhino came the Indian Gaur, a big herd of Indian Gaur, all a`racted by
the salt, the rhino as well. As for the elephants I watch for the third Cme that they ﬁrstly reject to lick the salt, barely that you take noCce
of this, to start over the second Cme and then lick at the salt. However, the greedy female rhino can`t wait lapping up the delicious salt
with her lower lip. The elephant does not let this pass nonetheless and shows up on the right side of the picture. Slowly, both rhino and
elephant moving out of the picture to the lep, a long way to cross which goes unbelievably fast. The rest of the herd impercepCbly
disappeared in the thickets.
Since my ﬁrst visit to this place, the posse of people has been quintupled. They are driving in long lines of traﬃc through the forest,
leaving a wide aisle of dust. I give a sign to the driver to wait unCl all have passed, and wrap the camera bag and myself up as much as I
can to protect from dust. The dust is worse than water or air humidity I feel.
Having arrived at the watchtower a jeep changes Cres with loud hammering and banging against the axle. The normally quiet place is
overcrowded with people. The silence of the forest is gone. Humans are the creators of polluCon in all ways. We should think that a kind
of common sense should come up to remind us why we came here to this place far out in the jungle—, but no, there is not such a
common sense. Aper having watched the rhino and the elephants for hours I`m ﬁnally gefng angry. The sound level is unbearable, the
banging did not stop. What the hell are these people doing? I`m poinCng the camera in the direcCon to the car repair, the source of this
noise, what else could I do. I feel the vibraCons of the hits on the camera which suddenly, only for a moment or two, stopped in wonder
silence, looking up towards me. The watchtower is fully loaded with people. At it`s feet about ten to ﬁpeen jeeps are parked, kids are
screaming, and parents are screaming to advice their young into boarders, being loose-lipped themselves. I feel piCful. I feel so aweful.
How much had I loved to hear the smacking sound of the elephants and the rhino on camera, the calls of the peacocks, the slightest
noise of these animals… everything is drown out by human noise.

30. Dec 2017
what sup with Dr. Kushal Sharma. The tusker on the Buthan side should be handed over to India, and then again, not handed over. A
mahout from the Indian side should be recruited to help. Kushal will come one Jan 10th to Manas because of the killer rhino. This animal
was raised in human hands and has killed two people. It will be translocated probably to a zoo. TranslocaCon to another area won`t make
much sense since the animal is used to humans and will always seek their neighborhood. On Jan 11th I should ﬂy to Jaipur…I told the
Literature FesCval to book the latest ﬂight for me possible… cause of Bahadur.
Good news, on Jan 5th I will meet Dr. Kushal Sharma. I also have to talk with him about elephanCasis… He will come to Manas cause of
the killer rhino and we both will meet aper that. The second good news is that a mahout for Bahadur is found. He only needs to agree to
his new posiCon. The regularly salary through the Smiling Tusker Camp should be a good temptaCon to change any insecure job.
Normally, the mahouts are payed irregularly or not at all by the owners of the elephants. Should he agree to this excellent job oﬀer we
could start the three nights lasCng walk with Bahadur through villages very soon. I will walk with them during the nights, when people
are worshipping the animal, giving them food and drinks and fruits… all the villages will be on their legs when he will come. They will

feed him everything they have, wrapped toast loaves in full plasCc as well. During day Cme the animal will have stomach pain and gas
and will not feel well, has to rest for the next night to come. The elephant gets worshipped like lord Ganesha, he will probably be
fa`ened. But aper the three nights he will have reached his ﬁnal desCnaCon where he can cure and rest. Everybody loves elephants. I`m
curious, sending prayers that the mahout will accept this wonderful challenge and say yes to the job.
Tomorrow we will visit the owner of a begging elephant and have an interview with him. The elephant was hit on her back from a
passing truck and aper years of suﬀering badly from this injury ﬁnally she seems to be doing ok. Both owner and elephant are about in
one hour distance, so this will be a day`s trip, however, in case the agreement should come. ..The begging elephant trip is postponed to
Jan 2nd.
In the evening I ﬁnally could talk with Prof. Dr. Sukumar in Bangalore. The connecCon was so bad in recent days that you did not want to
make such an important phone call and risk to understand every second or third word only. Sukumar is Professor for ecology at the
university in Bangalore, and Surendra`s boss. He takes a sabbaCcal in Japan… in ﬁve days his journey will start. He wants to know a lot
about me, and vice versa, however, he barely came to talk… but with his promise of coming for a visit to Switzerland in mid August the
line again gets cut oﬀ. A pain in the b..! I`m wriCng an email to him…I need an interview with him.

31. Dec 2017
The last day in the year is as noisy as can be. From far the digital noise of what they call music that deprives me of sleep, unfortunately
this is not the only night. it starts around nine, ten o`clock in the evening and stops with day break, someCmes later. No escape from
sounds like that. The guests are gefng drunk, and louder and louder. This goes unCl next morning unCl they disappear either in bed or in
a jungle safari. And now, the noise of the construcCon site next to my tent starts. Nerve wrecking.
Die Unkultur der Selﬁes hat ein Ausmass angenommen, dessen man sich schämen muss. Die Leute laufen gerade zu einem hin, "selﬁe , please madam, do you mind" .Ich habe
mir vorgenommen, wann immer es mich tri}, und geschieht mehrmals täglich, diese Untugent zu unterbinden. Ich ﬁnde diese Entwicklung empörend. Diese
Selbstbeschäpigung mit dem absolut banalstem und Ablichten mit dem Femden, egal ob ein hellhäuCger Tourist oder vor einem WildCer, ist frappierend. Diese Selﬁekultur hat
nicht nur die menschliche PopulaCon ver-x-facht, sondern auch ihre überaus abstossende Dummheit. Ich ﬁnde die Frage nach der Herkunp ohnehin völlig obsolet. Diese Fragen
bombardieren mich täglich, sie sprechen Dich auf der Strasse darauf an, auf Deine Herkunp, und ob sie ein Selﬁe mit Dir machen können. Nun platzt mir aber der Kragen, ich
versuche in ruhigem aber besCmmten Ton Au•lärungsarbeit. Auf meine Frage, warum das Selﬁe, habe ich noch nie eine Antwort erhalten. Ich erkläre nun sehr besCmmt, dass
das einfach nicht opportun ist. Nun bin ich erst recht das Thema, werde verständnislos angestarrt, nun aber mit einigem Abstand. Ich glaube, dass Ihnen eine solche
Zurückweisung noch nicht passiert ist. Haben sie doch nun ein paar Selﬁes weniger, und schlechte Laune ob der Tatsache, das das Rätsel ob meiner Herkunp, aufrecht erhalten
bleibt. Sogar der kleinwüchsige Küchenchef, der sonst keine Miene verzieht und sich schon gar nicht Neugier anmerken lässt, kann sich diesem Drang nach der Herkunpsfrage
nicht mehr widersetzen. Heute morgen beim heisses Wasser kochen rückt er endlich damit heraus: "madam, where...? Madam, from where? Ich lächle zurück, und nach kurzer
Pause beantworte ich tonlos seine Frage. Er lächelt zufrieden. Ausnahmen bestäCgen in diesem Falle nicht die Regel. Wie könnte ich ihm eine Antwort verweigern. Nicht
auszudenken, einem indischen Koch.

Meanwhile the last Indian apernoon of the year 2017 sinks into the fast breaking night. Next to my jungle hut is a noisy construcCon site,
and on the other side of the dirt road roams the rhino through the elephants that I just could ﬁlm before sunset. The year 2017 reaches
its peak. The neighbors insist to invite me for whiskey, and a tradiConal Assamese dance group tries to ligthen me up. I`m just not in the
mood for partying… It is cold. I pull up the blankets up to my nose and try to close up my ears against the dragging noise of the far village
discotheque.

Jan 1, 2018
Dhanmaya selected the day! On the ﬁrst night of 2018 she broke her chains to see her boyfriend, not for the ﬁrst Cme. Her behavior was
already naughty yesterday during her bath in the river. According to the experience of escape we have she does a 2-3 km hopping walk
through the forest and comes to some villages where she brakes into banana plantaCon and other. She is familiar with humans, seeking
their neighborhood. In the early apernoon we will go with the other two elephants and one jeep on girl-search-tour and hopefully bring
her back. The three mahouts have de-dusted Ratnamala and Jawmala and are on top of their elephants. They start patrolling the forest
to ﬁnd the escaped friend. I`m waiCng on Nayan, we`ll take the jeep, everything ready to shoot. It`s about thirty degrees hot.
Around 3pm we start with the jeep, connected with the elephant phone sos. This way we easily know where the other two elephants are
looking for Dhanmaya. And in fact, the two elephants have found their girlfriend rather fast a few hours later shortly before sunset. She
was together with her tusker! It`s the same elephant that visited her several Cmes before. Last night he apparently did not show up so
she took the iniCaCve and run oﬀ to see him. I have predicted this already to Nayan and he smiled and completely agreed. Now,
everything is conﬁrmed. Here is a love story going on. We hope to see the results in almost two years from now.
Now, look at this picture: Dhanmaya in the middle of the dirt road with each of her girlfriends lep and right. In her face this breath taking
heroic smile of „Look at me, I did it!“. What a grin of triumph in her face! I love her!
The same night we all are stored up by a wild elephant that is roaming around here. and man, this guy is fast, incredibly fast. We barely
got a glimpse of him and oﬀ he went through the thick. We are running behind him, me with camera equipment while others take the
jeep. I had no Cme to bind my shoes, very dangerous to get stuck on something… There he is, pacing along a hedge wall, the torches
going back and forth trying to not loose sight, but next moment he disappears in the naxt gap he could ﬁnd in the hedge and gone he
was. Not one single noise of him, disappeared on velvet paws. I feel it is amale elephant. But how do I know? I don`t know actually… we
run behind the animal, it`s just pure luck to grasp a safe step with your feet. A cracking noise and suddenly everything quiet again. No

elephant, no noise no nothing but darkness far and wide.

Jan 2nd, 2017
At 8am we take oﬀ to see Pavankumari, a former begging elephant in her new home. We have a long day ahead.
Pavankumari has two mahouts, a good one and one who inﬂicted these horrible wound behind her ear. Since long Cme I have the
impression that some elephants do not like their mahouts, that the chemistry is not working. So between Dhanmaya and her mahout,
and so between Pavankumari and Siddik. Mahouts who constantly repeat their command with yells are not in favour of elephants. They
don`t like to be yelled at. But that`s the only educaConal „tool“ they have learned: the more you yell and beat and inﬂict fear and pain,
the faster the elephant will give up and will be taken out of the kraal, and this is what both know for the rest of their lives. Pavankumari is
a very mellow and sweet tempered elephant who could be directed simply with treats and praise and not with yells and beats. I take a
closer look at her and I am shocked about her eyes. Her eyes are red like raspberries. The mahout applied a tradiConal medicine which is
mustard oil mixed with grainy salt. These salt grains ﬁrst of all do not dissolve and rub against the conjuncCva to an extend that you do
not want to open your eye anymore, and secondly, together with the mustard oil and the rock like gravel of the salt build a layer that
makes it impossible to open the eye and move her eye lids. This leads to blindness within a short period of Cme. The conjuncCviCs that
she got is very serious.
Ready to ﬂush her eyes, I order clean boiled water, some gloves (they actually brought me a glove for cows…), a syringe and some gaze.

My paCent is very calm. She seems to be grateful, now released from this plague. However she is afraid of every newly a`ached clean
water and twinkles with the eyes which makes it diﬃcult to ﬂush her eyes. Also, the over standing eye brow is not an advantage to easily
ﬂush her eyes. Eventually, with the syringe I could manage to ﬂush out the grainy stuﬀ completely. Im doing this with outmost care and
I`m only content when the last grain is removed. Now we call the doctor.

Dr. Jyothis Kalita is coming aper half an hour. He is a former student of Dr. Kushal Sharma, inspecCng the elephant from front to rear, with
my explanaCons, he starts his work on her ear. The ear shows a deep wound ﬁlled with puss from the use of the ankush. It`s good that
her eyes are already ﬂushed. He applies a soluCon into her eyes, the puss gets removed and the wound cleaned with gaze.

Due to the fact that Pavankumari was hit by a truck when she was begging in the street some years back, she sCll cannot sit down
properly with her lep back leg. Aper all this procedure she is happy to get back up on her feet. It took about one and a half hours that
she paCently endured without one single murmur of protest. She is a very sweet tempered elephant, I`can only repeat this. Without the
slightest self will, she obeys on the command and makes a few to`ering steps to get the wonderful treat from Reshmi Bha`acharjee, a
juicy and crunchy green cabbage, unCl her legs have become balanced again, and then she walks oﬀ with her good mahout (behind me)
towards the nearby jungle. There is progress on her back leg to note. The moCon gets smoother and smoother day by day. She was
lucky!
We all go for lunch that Pavankumari`s new owner prepared for us. He is so happy to give Pavankumari the proper care and shelter, and
also be able to pay her owner and the two mahouts a regular monthly salary. We all agree that the other mahout has to go. He`s
inﬂicCng too many injuries, like this one on her forehead, unfortunately not the only second one.

Jan 4th, 2018
Full moon and thick fog at night makes the night even brighter. I take a glimpse out of the door, all quiet, grap the camera and visit the
three ladies, curious if there is any recognizable change to see at Dhanmayas` behavior. Was she recepCve? Everything remains quiet this
morning that breaks in very fast and so the day goes. I get an outbreak of a cold, not to avoid this Cme. In the apernoon I`m ﬁlming the
three elephants while crushing the banana trunks. I`m going back to the camp to get another tape with the camera running. I am
intrusCng my camera to the elephants. They certainly have invesCgated this black apparatus and welcomed it as their new toy. I must be
crazy! However all stayed untouched when I return. Soon the three ladies were put on saddles by their mahouts, to take the newly
arrived tourists for a ride. They have to walk with the elephants, I said already to Nayan.
The mahout of Ratnamala seems to like me, he just takes place next to my hut in the arm chair, smiling. The sympathy is vice versa, and
reﬂects a deep understanding and love for elephants. He`s a small man, barely reaching my chest, but the elephants like his temper, he`s
made to be a mahout of the new generaCon who understands the animal besides beaCng and inﬂicCng pain. We talk about all this
without understanding one single word of each other. We talk with no words. I admit, I miss him, and I know that he misses me too. I
wished all the mahouts were like him.

Late at night the mahout comes back to my paCo and sits next to me in completely agreement. He glars into the far point of the campﬁre
not far from the elephants with a big smile in his face. He makes me understand that he agreed to be the mahout of Bahadur. I`m
dropping almost the computer from my lap. I am so happy to hear this. I could not imagine a be`er mahout for this huge tusker to come.
Now, we need the consent of the four brothers only, and the nocturnal travel could start. My favorite mahout has been the mahout of
Bahadur long Cme ago, so the elephant and him know each other which makes the walk a lot less dangerous. What images run through
my head: this small and sweet man controls this huge majesCc bull elephant. I`m thrilled. And he knows I`m happy about this like he is. It
was his wish since a long Cme to be with Bahadur again. Now the dream comes true.
I bet my friend can neither read nor write. He does not make one a`empt to look at the screen what in the world I`m typing into this
open book. Unfortunately, I cannot even oﬀer a cup of tea to him. He would not like the tea I am drinking, neither the vegetable I`ll be
eaCng in about half an hour. We all have a diﬀerent taste and understanding how things should be prepared. But someCmes what feels
painful in the beginning turnes out to be liberaCng at the end. He just gives me a sign that he`s leaving, smiling, no words.
In my interview I will ask him about his relaCon to the ankush and when and why he thinks to use it.
The night is gefng cold, and my physical cold becomes even more complicated without proper nose Cssues. Table napkins, nice and sop,
will do the job. So much I long for clear air, a thick sweater that I unfortunately lep at home, for good tasCng vegetable to eat. From the
camp I received a new thick blanket, absolutely wonderful. Wrapped into this huge blanket I`m back on the paCo. Juicy crunch coming
from the side of the forest. Elephants are always in the mood to eat. Me too.
Jan 5, 2018
Like in a ﬂash, Dr. Kushal appears, we could just greet each other and exchange informaCon about the killer rhino and the elephants.
The killer rhino is an orphan and grew up with humans. Recently it became too aggressive to humans which could have diﬀerent reasons:
He might not be accepted by the other female rhinos since he`s not a wild one, only half wild… They think about placing him in a zoo
where he can be be`er controlled than roaming around in the forest and possibly keep seeking the neighborhood of humans.
Regarding collaring, the issue is, Kushal said, to remove the collar again. It must be a collar that starts dissolving aper a while. Too many
injuries could happen if the animal is not fully grown up, and then it is too humid for the trigger to release.
I am speaking to him about my elephant mission, my ﬁlm, and the future of how to proceed regarding the corridor zones which is a very
criCcal topic. Also, the illegal trade of elephants is a subject which both the forest department of Assam and the forest department of
Rajasthan have agreed to stop. However it`s known that it conCnues, somehow illegally. The four brothers of Bahadur supposed to be
very greedy for money. Many Cmes, Kushal says, he treated the wound on Bahadur`s back. But the brothers brought him back to work.
Dhanmayas back. I`m showing him a picture of Dhanmaya`s back. Cutaneous ﬁlariasis… a very common disease I have seen on many
elephants, even on Sita. In Rajasthan they call this Rashbishua. They think it is a fever. What a rubbish. This is a parasiCc worm that
spreads…

Dr. Kushal promises to come back for the interview.
Jan 6, 2018
The cold really hits me. Cold and wet fog pouring down in the morning, my nose is running, my head`s buzzing, the obvious when a cold
comes up. I slept from eight to eight. Slowly the sun is pushing through the thick clouds of fog. The elephants are gone but I can hear
them, so they must be coming home right now.
It is so joyful to see these three elephants without one single wound, completely healthy and apparently happy, squeaking and rumoring
and trumpeCng day round. They were taken out by their mahouts for breakfast to feed at the near by bamboo trees.

I would so much like to make forward today. I feel like in an empty gear and my energy draining, or drained already due to the cold. The
interview with the mahout, and hopefully news from Bahadur will reach us today.
I could take the most beauCful shots of these elephants in the morning. Biju announces a water buﬀalo standing in the wetland close to
the forest where the three elephants are chained.. I completely ignore my cold, grap the camera and oﬀ I am, shoes open, in shorts, and
unfortunately wearing a red blouse, I slowly creep up to the water buﬀalo. And wow, he pays a`enCon. He does not let me go out of his

eyesight, and he looks ready to get into gears. First of all these animals a`ack and don`t ﬂee. Three hundred meters distance between us.
I have to get closer. He`s freezes to a pillar of salt, with his head moving slowly to my planed direcCon only. At least I understand that my
object of desire is not as exciCng as I thought, and synchronically, we both decide to retreat backwards.
As I turn around I ﬁnd the three ladies in the perfect distance to the camera. Although I have ﬁlmed them numerous Cmes, this is like
simultaneous acCons. All three lie down at the same Cme on the commands of their mahouts. They were brushed oﬀ the dust, and can
get up again. All three mahouts gefng on their elephants, gently climbing up over the stretched out leg and pulling themselves up while
holding on to the lower part of their ears. Now the forest is to be cleaned up from the lep over banana trees. With their front legs the
elephants push the big piles of trees forward to another place. The mahout directs to this place while pushing into the ﬂank on the
appropriate side. Aper that they leave the forest and walk down the gravel path along the tea plantaCon direcCon village. Several stops
on huge bamboo bushes to feed on makes the walk really enjoyable for them. EaCng from bamboo plants makes a very rustling noise
along with ﬂapping ears and the juiciness of chewing on it… there is nothing nicer! And they seem to enjoy it.

SomeCmes we forget about the enormous power of this animal since it is so controlled.
The walk leads to the village behind the camp where the people and the elephants meet. One villager tries to get down the fruits from a
palm tree. With a long rail he tries to reach out to the fruits but soon looses the balance. All are laughing. This like ten meters long rail
skips, it is too heavy. The fruits are sCll up on the tree.
In the apernoon I ﬁnally get Nayan in front of camera to talk about facts and ﬁgures of the camp and the upkeep of the elephants. Also
Ratnamala`s mahout Ansar Ali, called Munu. This small man is very experienced and an excellent mahout. His face tells the love for his
animal. Reshmi is of big help regarding translaCons. Everybody speaks Assamese, and I like Reshmi`s beauCful face in front of camera as
well as Munu`s.

At night a ﬁne breeze comes up and displays the smell of burned plasCc equally everywhere. This burned plasCc smell is enrolled for ever
with sunset in India in your brain. In both hands I`m holding a glas of hot water. My cold became persistent. My breath throughs clouds
in front of my face. It is cold, and I am dressed like an onion. Wrapped into the thick blanket on the paCo I`m waiCng on the boiled
vegetable slowly simmering in the wok, and the next morning.
People from Guwahathi have moved in the neighbor tent. It does not take long to ﬁnd out that they love elephants. I am invited over to
see the family in Guwahathi.
Meanwhile I got used to the three-day-rhythm of taking a shower and doing laundry, and the nocturnal stand-duty, a kind of on-call
service for elephants. Our lady Dhanmaya is estrus. Very likely the other two elephants will follow. My sleep is thin like a transparent ﬁlm
and can be disturbed at any Cme. Time seems to move faster today. The whole day I`m on my legs despite the persistent cold.
I guess I`m not a person of Sundays or weekends either. The Sunday starts on Friday apernoon building up a over-sound cloud of noise
echoing through river beds and along dirt road aisles in the forest areas. The picknick-hang out-make-selﬁe-mentality has reached the
summit of its creaCon. It is not just disturbing wildlife that they a`empt to see for selﬁe purpose only, it`s the outmost ridiculous
evidence of stupidity evoked by lack of educaCon. There is no animal to see far and wide, clever enough to avoiding human substance
ghe`o-blastering through their ranges. I assume peoples` lack of hearing has led to this numbness of realizing where they actually are.
Meanwhile, - if someone approaches me, to read their minds and anCcipate their next move is not diﬃcult. Before he or she can even
open their mouth, I`m replying, don`t you (dare) ask me for a selﬁe with you.
Thank God: Monday is not far.

Jan 8/9th, 2018
Reshmi, Nayan and me are going to Guwahathi. Change money, buy an SD-card for the Nikon and ten Sony tapes for emergencies. I`m
running short on tapes. Thank god the both gave me their internet connecCon in the size of a small Jio-box which helped enormously to
at least connect to mail and whatsup. Reshmi and Nayan tell me the origin of the camp. Lovely story, originated in the ﬁeld director`s
idea of doing something for the elephants. The prize for the land meanwhile raised three Cmes. I will meet this man later on.
It is quite unfair that I`m not there when a makana comes to visit the three ladies in the brightest apernoon. Aper sniﬃng around and
eaCng from their banana trunks he lep back to the deeper forest. What shall I say, I`m out of luck.
At night I`m driving back to the camp while Nayan and Reshmi stay in Guwahathi.
Jan 10th, 2018
The days become a bit warmer and the night less biCng cold. However, I`m sCll wrapped into every wearable piece of cloth on top of
each other. Today is a washing, cleaning and shower day, my cold slowly allows cold showers. Besides that, the day is ﬁlled out with oﬃce
work and organizaConal stuﬀ. The City Palace Film FesCval wants to show my ﬁlm twice and we have to ﬁnd the dates. Not easy, since my
Cme in Jaipur will shrink to very few days only due to my waiCng on the progress with Bahadur. And how great this is, the Literature
FesCval screening of Where the Elephant Sleeps is postponed to Jan 26th. On the 27th I have to ﬂy back to Dehli.
Invited by Manjuri Phookun`s family to Guwahathi, I`m trying to ﬁgure out the planning of my last days here in Assam. Manjuri`s father
seems to be a big elephant man who in his youth was involved with the capture of elephants. Capturing elephants from the wild is illegal
now in India. It should be interesCng to hear the stories ﬁrst hand. Their farm house lies at the rim of the forest. So, I`m curious if
elephants will show up.
At evening Cme the mahout make three li`le bonﬁres near their elephants. While I`m ﬁlming, Biju comes and tells me that Dhanmaya
has ripped her chains half an hour ago and went oﬀ to the forest. I like to hear this. I love the passion of her to date her wild boyfriend if
he is not showing up. Brave girl. I want her to be completely free and go where she wants. However, this is not as easy as it sounds. I`ll
discuss this with Nayan later on. The elephant just needs to make a strong step forward and oﬀ are her chains. That easy it is. Nothing for
an elephant. How smart they are. Tomorrow morning one elephant will go ﬁrst to locate her and then they will come back and pick me
up. If I`ll be walking with them on an elephant, you will ask now? In this case, yes, I would. Because I need to catch the couple in
ﬂagranC, standing next to each other, and how else could you reach there without an elephant? You won`t! …That`s what I missed the
ﬁrst Cme, when they brought Dhanmaya back from her escape. There will be permission granted from the FD. I told them, without a
saddle. However, it should come diﬀerently than we hoped. Dhanmaya, next morning, was back at her place. She came back all on her
own.
Jan 11th, 2018
As much as I wished to look for Dhanmaya in early morning hours with all the fog and mystery images one can imagine, it was good to
know she was back. Now she is Ced further out in the forest. As I am watching her behavior for hours, - I`m up since very early in this
morning, I noCce that her behavior did change. She demonstraCvely turns her back to me with her tail pushed to the side so this feels
like kind of an invitaCon to take a smell. In deed, she smells diﬀerently. I don`t think that this is just my imaginaCon. Something between
her smell, her expressions with opening her mouth widely and her enCre body behavior tells me that she is seriously estrus. She is
snorCng and frapping on her chains, and sniveling clearly in my direcCon to turn around the next moment showing me her back. Good
moments to take pictures of her cutaneous ﬁlarsasis disease. Remarkably she swings back and forth the big piece of bark before pufng
it in her mouth and eaCng it. I know I should be careful, I cannot trust her a`empts to get closer to me, standing on three legs with the

chained fourth leg all the way in the air stretched to the maximum with her trunk reaching out for me, kind of reminds me to a ballerina
ﬁgure. I wished someone had taken this picture. How simple that would be to just do one single move and she would overrun me with
the weight of her body. It would not even cost her any strength. Relaxingly, she falls back to her fourth leg and licks on the bark before
sucking her trunk. Then stretches out to my camera and puts her thumb back into her mouth.

ResCng the thumb of her trunk in her mouth for quite some Cme she then starts plucking on the pile of hay lying down at her feet,
squirming out a cluster of it and threshing it against her legs and her head. I carefully look around, direcCon the water body, but nothing
remarkable to see. Slowly the fog lips and gives view to more and more trees. The forest becomes larger, deeper, further. Several Cmes
I`m changing my posiCon. I want the other two elephants in the picture as well. A miniature, very small on the lep and the right of the
picture, both elephants liping their trunks up and down, next to the mighty grey belly of Dhanmaya, whose curves and folds of skin
sketch a rough landscape against the early morning light. Grooves and wrinkles holding together a highly complex body of moCon which
slowly moves back and forth, stretches and releases and ﬁnally reaches out to me again to take my scent.

The three mahouts are chaining their elephants and command them to lay down. With a shirt or a big rag they dust down their backs, sit
on top of their animals and turn around the corner to the dirt road along the tea plantaCon. With a fast but moderate step their ﬁrst stop
are the „plum trees“, how they call it, where they reach out for these plums. However, they are not excited to eat from those trees, so
am I. I keep following them unCl we reach the village and turn around. Aper about one hour the three elephants and their handlers come

back to the camp pulling big banana tree trunks behind them, each elephant about three pieces. Nothing for such a power package.
They drop the tree trunks in the forest. And the mahouts post their elephants at the newly changed places. Dhanmaya is a bit ski`y
however. She does not obey, swings her enormous head lep and right and does not want her mahout get down from her back by oﬀering
her leg for the ﬁrst step. She`s turning and turning and at least starts shaking her body so that the mahout falls oﬀ, straight on his back, in
front of my camera. For him was no chance lep to stay on top of the elephant since they did not a`ach the safety rope either for that
short piece of ride. My breath stopped and for fracCons of seconds I feel the earth stopped rotaCng. He fell on his back, not moving.
Before I could make a step, Dhanmaya puﬃng and snorCng rushes passed him and thank god, she did not step on him. She must have
landed her feet right next to his head. It is unimaginable that nothing happened. The mahout had never survived a male, fury elephant,
without hesitaCon he had trampled him to death. Dhanmaya is smart enough to save his life. Headless she`s rushing pass me aiming for
the camp. She gallops through the open gate straight to the back side while her mahout gets back on his feet trying to catch up with her.
The other mahouts try to calm her down, a bit helpless how it looks, trying to make her turn around before she could start damaging the
environment of the camp. In fact they make her turn around while I could ﬂee with my equipment on top of the safe tower at the gate,
perfectly overlooking the area from here without being in danger myself. One Cme escaped is enough of adrenaline for the day.
Aper a few minutes the mahout succeeds to control the headless Dhanmaya again. He does not show fear or neither is he holding back
with necessary acCons gefng her back under control. However, her indisposiCon is obvious, and her prudishness makes it diﬃcult to get
her chained. Her inner body must be on ﬁre, her heat causes a huge bath in the dust. With her trunk she shoots the enCre forest across
her back, along her ﬂanks and belly, and again and again, unCl the elephant dissolved. She snorts and ﬂaps her ears. Audibly the earth of
the forest drizzles down from her huge body. Then she freezes like listening to herself and the falling earth. Is the spuk over now? No, she
keeps shuﬄing the earth on her body the next moment. The picture is spectacular, I cannot turn my eyes from her looking like the forest
myself I guess. Again the elephant and the forest disappear in a cloud of dust. She`s „trunking“ in my direcCon, registering my scent and
puts her hand in her mouth, while mine are digged deeply into my pockets. It is cold. I have completely forgo`en about the temperature.
I stay close to her so that she can touch me. The trust is on both sides now. I`m with you, my girl. I will get you to your boyfriend, don`t
worry. I`m whispering to her. I want to see your sweet baby boy… or baby girl. As she would listen to my sweet sounding words she stops
her craziness and seems to get back to normal. We have a common agreement. Then she swings her body around showing me her back
again, with the tail pushed to the side. Too many bubbles, I think…These worms have to be treated!

Jan 12, 2018
I have to inform Natasha about the Literature FesCval and my ﬂight…
At 11am meeCng with the ﬁeld director in Manas F.K. Sharma for a iniCal check up on the conversaCon we will have the next day in
front of camera. His English someCmes is so hard to understand, but he is a very open minded man answering to all quesCons I have.
There are more than 1000 wild elephants in Manas only. Aper the conversaCon I study the map above the desk in the sofa corner.
Recently they had a case of encroachment in court. About fourty people have been busted for three years in jail. This is a precedent case
and should be a warning to others. Elephants have no where to go. The FD is very much caring about their wildlife. Basically, the FD has
not enough tame elephants to monitor the forest areas. I suggest to recruit tamed elephants which are not kept well by their owners all
over the country to do this job.
„We have over three thousand elephants living under mostly appalling condiCons. The FD could make a call for to receive these
elephants… There is no need to tame new ones…“, I try to make very clear. And he agrees and considers this a good idea. They could also
be recruited from the Smiling Tusker Camp should they be given more elephants. There is urgently collaboraCon needed. He assured that
this will be the case. Catching wild elephants is a hundreds of years old and proud tradiCon in Assam. Now Cmes have changed, catching
wild elephants is illegal, he adds.

They will deﬁnitely support the Smiling Tusker Elephant Camp in the future. This project, in his eyes as well, is excellent. However, tamed
elephants released to the forest, could become troublemakers since they are used to humans and always will approach human
se`lements or the neighborhood of humans throughout their lives. The other wild elephants will be a`racted as well to where those
tamed ones are, In puncto disaster management this has to be ruled out.

In the later apernoon some contemplaCve hours with Nayan. We need a good mahout who will take care of Ratnamala when the
mahout Munu will switch to be Bahadur`s mahout. Ratnamala`s owner needs to agree to this new mahout that we do not know yet. May
be a mahout comes from Nepal, he has no family, his children are married, he`s a single man and very experienced, he would be perfect.

Unfortunately he seems not be reachable right now. And for us, as for me, Cme is Ccking.

Jan 13, 2018
9:30 am MeeCng with the Field Director of Manas F.K Sharma
coming back I move to a tent, cook, eat, and wait for elephants to come, but the night stays quiet.

Jan 14, 2018
Indian tourists invading the camp. Bonﬁre, singing and playing kids, basically nothing to complain about this. Next morning the elephants
take these tourists to a jungle safari. Aper lunch they are all gone. I move back in my li`le hut. Taking a shower, doing laundry, having a
good Assamese apernoon tea … what a feeling when things blow down to basics. At night a tusker is roaming in the thick behind the
place where the elephants are Ced. We are waiCng behind the fence with torches for him to come out. A long night ahead.
Jan 15th, 2018
The ﬁrst tourists have arrived yesterday who will walk with the elephants, not ride them! This should give an example!
The walk should end with an excitement. As we all go towards the river where he elephants normally take there baths, the walking folks
make a right turn and cross the bridge while I and my camera decided to observe the scene from the middle of the river. While the
elephants are already in the water and the tourists have just arrived the bank on the other side, someone shouts rhino, rhino… I have
posted my camera exactly in the middle of the river focussed on the bridge where suddenly the rhino appears galloping around the
corner and crossing the bridge in lightning speed. My prayers are all the way up in the sky, don`t turn right, don`t turn right at the end of
the bridge, don`t turn right. This would be my end. I have no way to escape, and it would be down the river bank in a fracCon of a
second.
So here I am, keep wriCng. My prayers were heard. He turned lep and disappeared in the forest. How could I ever live again without this
adrenaline in Switzerland?
Suparna sends a list with nine noted elephants from Assam delivered to Rajasthan. These elephants are given a three month permit to
cross borders, and they never return aper these three months back to Assam. They will never be seen again. I have read an arCcle in the
papers three months ago, why the FD is not doing anything about it to get the elephants back. The case seems obvious. Somebody from
the FDs is cashing money to be quiet!
The more I think about the both, the more I come to the conclusion that Dhanmaya does not like her mahout. I am watching the two
now since hours as suddenly a wild elephant is standing smack in the middle between Ratnamala and Jawmala, quietly feeding at
Dhanmaya`s place at the banana tree trunks. The picture is incredible, as he would belong there, just replacing our Dhanmaya. He`s
probably a mousey makana that could not be inCmidated. The jarring shouts of the people to disturb him and chase him oﬀ seem not to
bother him the least. Not unCl the spiky weapons threaten him he starts moving from his place and turns around to disappear in the
thick of the forest.
There is a deep growl coming from the forest. I give signs to Nayan that there could be another wild elephant. In fact, only aper a short
while we can hear some strong crackles coming from the woods. And there he is… I`m heading to bed. I am too Cred to spend another
freezing night.
Around 11 pm Dhanmaya broke her chain to date her boyfriend again.
I`m amused. She`s my girl!
Jan 16th-19th, 2018
Middle of January, wet fog dripping from the trees although it had become much warmer. Ratnamala and Jawmala return from their
early morning tour rushing to the banana tree trunks which they jew with sweet squeaks and pleasure.
I had to put my ﬂight on hold. I sCll don`t know what is happening with Bahadur. Ratnamala`s mahout is ready to take over Bahadur. So,
where is the new mahout for Ratnamala, and do the owner agree? We sCll don`t know.
Eventually we ﬁnd out in the apernoon that Bahadur will not start switching his place and being transferred to the ST Camp. The owners
decided to have him work during the upcoming processions and make money.
The Phookun family, Manjuri Phookun and Majid Goswami`s houses are enormous and might be valid a fortune. They are build in the
middle of what had been a khedda in previous Cmes where the elephants were kept in Guwahathi city. The river Brahmaputra is not far,
hidden in the fog. Every morning Manjury goes to visit her gods in the temple and provides the formaliCes for their service while Majid is
aper his business selling labrador pups and cars to clients. He`s constantly on the phone, and can work from everywhere, as he says, and
accompanies me to Guwahathi`s largest city dumpster later on.
In the late apernoon, conversaCon/interview with the Principal Chief Conservator of Forest Karbi Anlong, Manas, Mr. Abhijit Rabha.

It`s very likely that many things happen undercover regarding the capture of wild elephants. The Field Director Pankaj Sharma and
Principal Chief Wildlife Warden, Abhijit Rabha share common sense: in their opinion the capture of wild elephants should be permi`ed
again, because the numbers of wild elephants are increasing, and the FD does not have enough elephants to patrol the forests. This
sounds so absurd to me that I feel my blood freezing when I hear this for a second Cme now.
It`s a fact that at least eighty percent of the Jaipur elephants are originated from Assam. They leave the country on a three months
permit and never return to their homeland. Assam`s forestlands are perfect for the elephants. Jaipur desert is not in any case suitable for
elephants.
Also, there is excessive quarrying going on in the Karbi Hills, not more than 3-4km distance to Kaziranga NP. It is to observe that due to
excessive quarrying in Karbi Hills, the adjoining agricultural ﬁelds and downstream Diﬀalo river are gefng silted thereby adversely
aﬀecCng the wildlife and habitat of Kaziranga. The Mori Diﬀalo River consCtuCng the southern boundary of the Kaziranga NP is gradually
drying up due to heavy siltaCon from the crusher dusts coming from the crushers plants of Panbari area. As a result, the wild animals are
not gefng suﬃcient water for drinking and wallowing parCcularly during the dry season.

If that`s true and they really don`t know where the elephants are going to be sold despite the fact that selling and buying elephants is
illegal in India, if they really are not familiar with the whereabouts and know about the torture these elephants are subjected to once
they reach the state of their desCnaCon, then this is simply naive. No poliCcian nor FD oﬃcer should aﬀord such naivety. This cannot be
taken as guaranteed. So, to simply jusCfy the fact that these lend out elephants do not return to their home land and that the number of
elephants then have to be increased by capturing wild elephants to reﬁll their pockets. That`s the only way this makes sense, I am
thinking to myself. I suggest instead of capturing wild elephants to reclaim all illegal elephants from these states, like Rajasthan, and put
them in service of the forest duCes back in Assam. This seems to be a new idea to them they did not think about. How this could be
implemented with the diﬀerent states however will cause other consideraCons. Before I ﬁnish the interview with Abijit Rabha he gives
me a radio collar for Dhanmaya… I asked for it.
In the early apernoon we, Manjuri and I, leave for the farm house of her father.
Her father, Manoj Ram Phokun, Vice President of the poliBcal BharaBya Janata Party (BJP) in Assam and talks about his ancestors at the
bonﬁre when they have captured wild elephants. He gives an example of their songs and talks about the commands the mahouts were
using for their elephants. He seems to be involved somehow into environmental issues, since he agrees that the incidents with the trains
and elephants is all wrong and something needs to done.
His grandfather had killed 80 rogue elephants he claims. A single 90 + kg heavy tusk stands next to an armchair in the living room of the
city house apartment. This elephant, his son in law explains, has killed about 47 people and was killed himself 1947. However, I cannot
ﬁnd one single picture of his ancestors photographed with elephants. My imaginaCon went wild and I thought the walls of the
farmhouse must be packed with pictures from these past Cmes. But there is not one evidence to ﬁnd. In a high corner above the door
are photographs of Manjuri`s grandfather and her grandmother, that`s all. When I look out through the grid of the window, the
Brahmaputra lies in the fog, ever quiet and hidden behind the peaks of the trees. Below us is the huge areal of the former khedda, in
which these two houses are located.
I would have loved the khedda, says Manoj Phookun later on as we sit at the bonﬁre at night at his farmhouse. He`s watching my ﬁlm
Where the Elephant Sleeps with his son in law on the handy at night. I present him a list of eight elephants which all have their origin in
Assam and ask him about their whereabouts. How could I have loved the Khedda? I love elephants!

DEEPOR BEEL
I love the fact that this family lives a very environmentally conscious life. They grow their own vegetable without useing arCﬁcial
ferClizers, and they know what it means to have and use a compost! Lovely!
Aper spending a full day and a half at the farmhouse, interviewing Manoj Phookun, Manoj and I leave for the elephant corridor which
borders the wetlands.
Eager to change things, like the exorbitant polluCon of plasCc, of noise and overspending trains, we both go visit the elephant corridor
close to Guwahathi which is part of the largest wetlands of the world. I am so shocked to see this place which turns out to be a weekend
vacaConal spot, a tourist hang out, with the biggest dumpster of Guwahathi city seaming the horizon. This is Deepor Beel.

Lots of vultures sifng on top of the dumpster which stretches through the picture, looking like memorials of ancient Cmes, or salt
columns. This could be the largest biosphere land of the world, and it turns out to be the largest dumpster… And no one is doing
anything. This is so sad. This area is home to a large diversity of birds, amongst them the adjucent storch. This man sized bird went
almost exCnct. Swamp birds, ducks, water runners and so many kinds of other birds life and feed here in the wetlands, men go ﬁshing,
and the ﬁshes people eat themselves or they sell it on the market. Bulls, cows, chicken and goats graze in the wetlands, a huge herd of
beauCful black water buﬀaloes walk through the muddy part and feed on all kinds of greens that grows lep and right on their path. If one
of these animals starts feeding on greens which are tangled up with plasCc they will not be able to stop eaCng and the indigesCbly cord
of plasCc becomes life threatening to ca`le and any other animal.
So here I am, at the edge of Deepor Beel where the largest wetlands of the world border forest land, separated by a railway dividing the
elephant corridor. The Assamese government declared Deepor Beel as a protected area. However, Guwahathi City does not even have a
waste water management or trash management plan developed. Due to hard traﬃc we could barely cross the road to reach the wetland
side. I`m taking an interview with Manoj Phookun, and ﬁlm the Guwahathi Express running through the corridor which few kilometers
later on causes the death of six elephants, and two weeks later in Nagaon district another ﬁve elephants. I`m waiCng for the train to
come. It`s the Guwahathi Expess, the same train who killed the six elephants at Balipara. Again, the train passes through its lower holler
with high speed! In twenty meters away from this runs the highway with non stop traﬃc. This is the elephant corridor.
Next morning I`m leaving with Manjuri`s husband to the dump yard. As we drive through the dumpster my eyes are glued to the dirt
road to ﬁnd a spot where to park the car and put your foot on, the windows not to open. I wanted to get closer to the vultures,
impossible. The dumpster turns out to be huge and unaccessible except from very few places oﬀ road. I`m very grateful to my friend
Majid Goswami who did not complain one single Cme when I was ﬁlming there for over three hours. I could barely breath while he was
waiCng in the car and working from his phone. He can work from everywhere he told me twinkling with his eyes, and a ﬂash of humor
enlightened the dark side of the dump yard. The maloduor of this place is indescribable. This I bet is the largest dumpster in the largest
wetlands of the world which supposed to be the largest biosphere of the world. People and children live in the midst of contaminaCon,
they eat, drink, and sleep, and even make other children here. During dayCme people dig through the dump yard for reusable things like
plasCc. They collect plasCc from plasCc and put it into plasCc sacks which the carry through plasCc dirt paths back to their homes, made
of plasCc. A walking path stepped into plasCc is leading in a zick-zack route up the plasCc hills made by animals and people alike. I have
given up on the big man-sized birds and concentrate on a herd of cows feeding on plasCc and the dry noise this makes. Many of them
step up to me, curiously taking a nose of my strange scent, unCl one comes very close with her nose slowly nibbling on my pants up and
down as if she could not believe this smell. Flies are taking over now. They are so Cny that you barely can see them. They sCng or bite
through my black pants, and on the hand which is Ced to the lens and camera unCl I could free the other hand and chase them oﬀ. The
air you breath feels sCcky, as if it does not go or want to be inhaled all the way down your body. You become an object in this objectless,
nameless waste, you become the only body to be idenCﬁed by shape. Your burning eyes seek hold on things which are in the process of
dissolving into another physical state, yet unknown in the ocean of namelessness, trying to ﬁlter for the grain of luck, the clear drop of
water, a spark of hope. The rustling noise the wind makes at the edges of the plasCc walked through by the hufs of cows will remain
inscripted in your mind for ever.
This picture does not provide a single spark of hope.
Enigma and helplessness. How can we not end up speechless and a`empt with the same words a huge problem that run out of hands?
How to understand, that man create trash while animals ferClizer only? How can we ever understand and act against the dimension of
the human catastrophe, if we can not understand this dimension ourselves? How to change this ma`er of fact if the kilometers wide
garbage will only be displaced, and moved to another place? That`s what the government is planning.
Aper shooCng a huge herd of bulls walking through the mud and crossing the road I`m back in the car. Thank you Majid for your
paCence. On top of another dump yard of Guwahathi city a beauCful stadium had been built, Majid tells me. Manoj Phookun tells me a
similar story by menConing that the government plans to remove the dump yard to another place. Remove it to another place and build
a stadium on top, another burial of a dumpster, this is a sustainable Indian soluCon. I`m lacking words for this. My thoughts get stuck in

my throat. The High Court of Guwahathi has ordered to remove the dump yard and the government has to follow the instrucCon, so the
newspaper of today. The government has to do something. If the mounts of waste have grown this big and high like these, the
government is responsible and not the single person, my poliCcally involved host concludes.
So far to MY BEAUTIFUL LIFE WITH THE TRASH: MEIN SCHÖNES LEBEN MIT DEM MÜLL

Jan 20, 2018
We stayed overnight in Guwahathi. From the window of my quiet hotel I look down to the black arm of a river carrying trash. I`m
expecCng Nayan around 11 am, so I take the camera and walk down to the „river“.

Luckily, I could interview a young guy named Ajay, leaning against the stone wall which seams the river. Aper shooCng the ﬂoaCng trash
on the black water with the swamp birds wading on top and picking on something in the water, the young man tells me that he comes
here every year because his friend lives close by. He himself lives in Nagaland and he is a student. He says that this river is becoming
worse year by year and he feels so sad about it. This here has been a side stream of the Brahmaputra and a clean river twenty years ago,
he adds. His facial expression is very serious and unusually sad despite the funny earplugs of his headphones hanging down from his ears
swinging, back and forth. The conversaCon takes its course.
Further down, at the curve of the canal, I suddenly see a municipal guy with a kind of wheelbarrow loaded with ﬁlled plasCc bags. What
a rare sight, I think without thinking and follow the man ﬁlming him. He rings the door bells of a big building and two women come down
to the street passing him some sacks ﬁlled with trash. He gives me a wondering look why in the world this is so interesCng, and pulls the
cart around the corner and out of my view, when I suddenly get sCrred up by a splashing noise. I turn around and see two young guys
pouring buckets full of black tar like substances into the river, one bucket aper the other. While I am moving towards the men, a woman
approaches loudly screaming from the other side in front of my camera, conﬁrming the evilness of the acCng. The men stop and hurry up
to disappear with their empty buckets on the cart in the side road. The woman and I follow to the house to where they disappear. The
woman starts a loud conversaCon with the guy who apparently owns the house. Not that I understand a word of the Assamese language
but we all agree that this is a crime against the environment, no doubt. In general, the residents do not cause this disaster of polluCon.
The polluCon gets ﬂushed in from the industrial zone in the wetlands… I have to see this and ask the guy if he could accompany me in the
apernoon. Raja and I drive oﬀ to this over 20km sized industrial area in Guwahathi, located in the world`s most beauCful should bebiosphere wetlands.
Before we leave I`m lucky to ﬁlm a beautyful eagle far up in a tree at the canal.
The about 20 km large industrial area Vaskar Nagar is a vast and destroyed and highly polluted area. As we drive deeper and deeper into
it we learn that here`s nothing organized, nothing permi`ed. Everyone can come here and build a new industrial building, pull the sand
from the Brahmaputra and pour it into the wetlands to build concrete fundaments for industrial buildings. This all happens generally at
night, with the work usually done by children. They live on the li`le income that they can earn form these industrial companies, not
much but be`er than working in a dump yard, and it becomes an addicCon for the children to earn this money. There is no be`er job. All
this has been a jungle, very ferCle and beauCful land, with lots of wild animals, elephants as well— They have destroyed everything, with
the silent ignorance of the government. This destrucCon conCnues on a daily basis. The ﬁlth is dumped everywhere in this old cultural
heritage, that locates one of the eldest cultural temple buildings which actually is not a temple but a Kathra, a place where young men
come to celebrate the celibacy.
Idols of the Bishwakarma seam the dusty road, represenCng the sad decline of this culture, falling apart they became more the symbol of
destrucCon of this culture than the culture itself. It must be noted that all the Bishwakarmas I ﬁnd contain elephants.

The ﬁlm is making itself, coming together with the part that I ﬁlmed on Manoj Ram Phookun in the wetlands as well from the other side
of the dumpster with his son in law Majid.
We ﬁnd a already packed ricksha which brings us further down the road, and take the only two free seats all the way in the back. The
bumpy road is horrible for the back, no shock absorber, sifng on naked iron, I have to hold the camera so crampy with both hands that I
cannot support my back unCl my arm falls oﬀ.
As we reach the lower part of the road we take a lep turn to the Brahmaputra. There is the river, and its banks ﬁlled up with sand. Raja
shows me where they dig at night and shuﬄe the sand back to the wetlands and build new industrial buildings. The children have to do
this work, like the tamed elephants are used to catch their wild counterparts. A shiver runs through my body. As the sun sets at the
Brahmaputra, we take the boat across the river where, in earlier Cmes, so many river dolphins could be seen jumping and playing during
sunset. Now we do not see one.

Jan 22, 2018
The day of the Puja. And I am sick again. Everywhere celebraCons, the young come out of their shell, they come in their best dresses like
out of the dust, looking splending, splending!
There is a Puja celebraCon in the ST Camp that I a`end with camera despite I feel sick. Our three girls get the Puja treat containing rice,
banana and some tradiConal sweets… Not that they know what this means. Aper that the elephants go to the river for a ritual bath, the
ferCle „estrus“ bath.

Two more days in the camp before I`m leaving to Jaipur for the next and last stage on this trip. The rhino shows up one more Cme at the
wet area next to where our elephants are chained. It turns very slowly, undecided to get back in the water or leave, and then simply
drops in the water, like shipwrecked! The apernoon sun is too nice to hide in the thicket.

At night, Dhanmaya again went oﬀ to meet up with her boyfriend, the wild tusker. They found her early in the morning, not so far from
the camp and brought her back.
Flight Guwahathi - Jaipur
On Jan 24th, 2018 I`m leaving to Guwahathi with Nayan.
Nayan was/sCll is an incredible good friend and helpful in what ever it is about. He dropped me at the airport in Guwahathi. We`ll stay in
touch.
And as a bye-bye gip he gave me the HasCvidyarnava. What a beauCful and funny book about the ancient elephant keeping in Assam.
Thank you Nayan and Reshmi.

Jan 25th, 2018
Back in Jaipur.
And back to educaConal issues. Early morning I leave to the S.V.Public School for the screening of Where the Elephant Sleeps.

The hall is packed with over three hundred young students. Mr. Sandeep (front lep) has organized the event that turned out to be
marvelous.

I interacted with the students for about one and a half hours aper screening. They were so enthusiasCc and have asked tons of
quesCons. All want to help, and all invited me home. I promised to see them next Cme when I`m in Jaipur and come up with a plan how
we can work together. The ﬁlm has been screened to thousands of people in the previous year up to now, but the most heart breaking
screening of all was this one today at the S.V.Public School. I never felt to so much loved! This is the next generaCon of India! If they
would grew up with the minds they have now I wished they would rule the world! Much love from me to you all. God bless.
(The loved pictures are on the ﬁlm camera)

Rushing to the next event, the Jaipur Literature FesBval 2018. The long desired event is not missing a head. Full house at my event.
The screening of Where the Elephant Sleeps takes place in the Baithak Hall at 1:20. The hall is packed to the last standing spot in the
entry door. I was afraid that on this highly busy and vibrant Literature FesCval people will move in an out the theatre in a kind of
nervously not want to miss anything else. But no, no one lep the hall. I dropped the camera into the hand of a guy, I just met at the
fesCval from Kerala, speak the welcoming words and a brief introducCon. I think he did a great job. The discussion had to be outside the
Baithak Hall. People say that they are not aware of these violaCons and cruelty inﬂicted to elephants.

26. Jan 2018
Radiointerview at the Literature FesBval in form of a song for elephants.
The moderator says to me he never heard such a voice.

Grateful for the broadcast.
Help in Suﬀering (HIS) represented again by Ms. Timmie Kumar, former Managing Trustee of HIS. In the stall at the Literature FesCval
they sell handmade bags and books and other items for li`le money. The proceeds go to HIS to support the animal shelter.

27. Jan 2018
The screening of Where the Elephant Sleeps takes place at the Sanskar School for a second Cme. The hall was packed again with
students and the event endet promising and hopeful for our elephants.

The apernoon of Jan 27, few hours before I have to leave Jaipur to Dehli and ﬂy home to Switzerland, comes another unexpected
highlight.
The JECRC University invited me to speak at „WOW. WONDER OF WORDS“ and I was one more Cme honored and giped with wonderful
people surrounding me and listening to what I have to say about their country, they elephants and environmental issues.

Receiving the welcome of the Vice Chairman Mr. Arpit Agrawal.

„Keep up the voice for the voiceless…“ I started to write on the signature board of the JECRC University
In a final letter they wrote to me:
It is said that as one lamp lights another nor grows less, so too, nobleness enkindles nobleness. The merit of that saying was very evident
when you graced the sanctum sanctorium of JECRC University during the recently concluded Wonder of Words. On behalf of the entire
fraternity of this University and the Foundation I thank you from the bottom of my heart for having spared your valuable time to partake in
an intellectual exchange with our humble selves. Little would you realize what pearls of wisdom you have left behind for us to savour.
It is true that one can perhaps glean a bit of your wisdom from reading your works but a personal interaction is another experience
altogether. The windy morning/afternoon shall forever be etched in our memory and we shall recall the experience with pleasure and pride.
Let it not be such that our relationship ended when you left the portals of this great institution of higher learning – indeed, it has begun right
then. We would like you to consider JECRC University and the Foundation as a place where you will always be welcome and in whose
intellectual growth you have played a role, brief though it may have been. Having said that I invite you to our University and our Foundation
each time you happen to be anywhere in this geo-physical region. Our warmth and welcome, I assure you, will not be found wanting. With
these few words I say au revoir and wish you bon voyage in the great intellectual journey that lies ahead of you and through which you will
no doubt continue to enrich and enliven the world.
With warm regards, I remain,
Arpit Agrawal
Vice Chairman
Dr. Rashmi Sharma
Coordinator, Wonder of World’18

As for closing up my Indian trip this Cme, these four overwhelming events have rounded up my Jaipur days in compleCon and perfecCon.
I`m heading back to the hotel, pack up and like a last sister act, I have to deal with my broken Nikon lens, which just came out of repair.
Vicky, a true soul abad Nikon technican, brought it to the hotel. Although it`s not quite ok, we will deal with this next Cme, he promised.
My ﬂight goes at 8pm, and my conCnuous ﬂight to Zuric leaves from Dehli at 2:05 am next morning.
Bye-bye India!
On march 10, The Wall in Numoligarh started to be taken down. What a victory! And tons of congrats to acCvist Rohit Choudhury.
There will be a ﬁlm called The Wall.

Rohit Choudury

Rohit Choudury

